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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes a research project investigating 
SPICÉ, a simulation program for integrated circuit 
engineering. The intent of this project was to convert 
this code for parallel execution using the microtasking 
utilities of the CRAY-XMP multiprocessor system.

Five subroutines were targeted for parallelization in 
this program. Four of these subroutines, known as the
device handler routines, have the function of processing 
the four semi-conductor devices which can be simulated by 
SPICE. The other subroutine has the function of
performing the L/U decomposition method upon the 
linearized coefficient matrix representing the input 
circuit model.

It was found that the strategies used to parallelize 
the device handler routines worked particularly well for 
these subroutines. When all four processors of the CRAY 
were used a 70 percent reduction in execution time was 
achieved by processing these modules in parallel. A 
decrease of 75 percent is the best that can be expected 
when using four processors.

In contrast, the strategies used to parallelize the 
L/U decomposition method were not as effective. After
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executing this subroutine in parallel, only a 40 percent 
decrease in execution time was achieved. However, due to 
the overhead generated from code modifications this 
subroutine never executed any faster than its sequential 
counterpart.

In conclusion, the results of this project have shown 
that the techniques of parallel programming can be 
successfully used to decrease the turnaround times for 
various codes. The results have also indicated that a 
number of precautions must be taken when modifying codes 
if significant gains in speed are to be expected from 
parallel processing.
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION

Today there exists a class of computer programs that 
require such vast amounts of storage and computational 
capacity that they overwhelm most conventional systems 
available. As a result many of these codes are converted 
to very large, technically advanced systems known as 
supercomputers. Supercomputers provide the means of 
executing these codes faster and more economically. These 
codes range in variety from atmospheric and petroleum 
reservoir modeling to the simulation of circuitry and wave 
phenomena.

One of the techniques available to decrease the 
execution time of such codes is a method known as parallel 
programming. Parallel programming is a fairly new 
development in the field of computer science. It involves 
harnessing a multiple number of processors to collectively 
execute a set of instructions within the bounds of a 
single program. A great deal of research has been done to 
consider parallel programming in order to assess its use 
in a real time setting.

This thesis deals with a circuit simulation program 
called SPICE and the efforts to parallelize this code on a 
CRAY-XMP multiprocessor system. The goals in this 
project were aimed at using techniques of parallel
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programming to decrease the execution time of the SPICE 
code. Only those subroutines that contributed to large 
portions of the total execution time of SPICE were 
targeted for such parallel ization. This was done so that 
the prominent gains in speed from parallel programming 
could be observed after employing the multiple processors 
of the CRAY on the SPICE code.

The program SPICE was an interesting choice of 
research for this project due to the various data 
structures, memory management schemes, and numerical 
methods that are used in the SPICE code. SPICE was 
developed for the simulation and analysis of integrated 
circuitry by the Electronics Research Laboratory at the 
University of California. Many of the circuit models 
examined by SPICE cause it to execute for long durations 
of time. Because of this, many techniques of optimization 
have been applied to SPICE in an effort to increase the 
speed and efficiency of this code. The technique of 
parallel programming is just one methodology that can be 
used to decrease the execution time for SPICE.

Subsequently, the goals in this project were focused 
on the issues involving parallel programming and the 
application of it towards the SPICE program. These goals 
were achieved and are described in the chapters of this
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thesis.
Chapter two of this thesis is an introduction to the 

concept of parallel processing. It describes the basic 
terminologies and methods associated with parallel 
programming. These concepts are important to understand 
when restructuring codes for parallel execution.

Chapter three introduces the reader to the CRAY-XMP 
multiprocessor system. This chapter discusses the 
microtasking utilities of the CRAY in detail. These 
utilities represent some of the basic tools used to 
harness and direct the multiple processors of the CRAY 
through the parallel section of codes in the SPICE 
program.

Chapter four begins with a brief introduction to the 
SPICE program. This chapter gives an overview of some of 
the basic procedures used in SPICE for the simulation of 
circuit analysis, followed by a performance analysis 
conducted on the SPICE program. The performance analysis 
was done in order to discover those subroutines in SPICE 
that are prominently active during the execution phases of 
this code. These subroutines were later used as the 
targets for parallelization in this project.

Chapters five and six describe in detail the 
strategies used to restructure the various subroutines in
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SPICE for parallel execution. The evolutionary stages of 
development are illustrated so that the reader can be 
better familiarized with these subroutines and the methods 
used to parallelize them. An evaluation of these 
subroutines is described in chapter seven. This chapter 
includes actual tests runs used against the SPICE program 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of executing it in 
parallel. Conclusions are then drawn from the results in 
order to identify those subroutines in SPICE which 
benefited best from parallelization.

Finally, chapter eight is a summary of this thesis and 
an accounting of the lessons learned with regards to 
parallel programming. This chapter summarizes the uses of 
parallel programming and presents some general 
suggestions for further work in this area.
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CHAPTER TWO - TERMINOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY 
OF PARALLEL PROGRAMMING

2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes some of the terminologies and 

concepts associated with parallel programming. Parallel 
programming involves directing a multiple number of 
processors to execute within the bounds of a single 
program. The idea is to increase the speed of a program 
by executing in parallel as much code in the program as 
possible.

The difficulties arise from this methodology when it 
comes time to debug and resolve the conflicts that occur 
as a result of parallel programming. Most of these 
difficulties involve data memory conflict errors which 
result from unresolved data dependencies in the parallel 
code. They occur when two or more processors try to 
simultaneously reference and update identical variable 
locations in a parallel code. During such events 
incorrect results can be accumulated in these data 
locations which can eventually invalidate the results of 
the entire program. Therefore, it is necessary to 
recognize and resolve data dependencies that occur within 
codes structured for parallel execution.

The first section in this chapter describes two
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examples of parallel programming. These examples are used 
to illustrate how an unresolved data dependency can 
invalidate the expected outcome of a code that is 
processed in parallel. The next section presents some of 
the various types of data dependencies that are associated 
with parallel programming. This section also presents a 
number of techniques that can be used to break the data 
dependencies that are frequently found in parallel codes. 
The final section in this chapter discusses the issues 
involving performance measurements associated with 
parallel codes. These issues are important considerations 
for determining the costs and gains of restructuring codes 
for parallel execution.

2.2 Shared and Private Variables
In most programming languages the scope of a variable 

in a program can be characterized as being either local or 
global. This characterization depends upon the particular 
region of code for which the variable is defined. In 
FORTRAN global variables are defined in COMMON blocks and 
are accessible throughout the entire program. 
Alternatively, local variables are defined within 
subroutines and are only accessible within the region of 
code defining that subroutine.

Similarly, the scope of a variable used within a
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parallel program can also be characterized as having one 
of two types of classifications. In this case a variable 
can be characterized as either private or shared with 
respect to the parallel code in which it is defined. 
Shared variables are defined globally within a parallel 
code and are accessible to all of the tasks that are 
defined within that code. Alternatively, a private 
variable is defined locally within a parallel task and can 
only be accessed within the particular task in which it is 
defined. This variable classification is important to 
understand in order to recognize the data dependencies 
that can occur from parallel programming.

In figure 2.1 (a) an example is given illustrating two 
tasks in a code that are to be executed in parallel. In 
this example, the tasks have the duty of summing separate 
halves of the data array I DATA. Each task is given 500 
elements of this array to sum and store the results in the 
respective data variables ISUM1 and ISUM2. Figure 2.1 (b) 
illustrates the scope of the variables used within these 
tasks.

In this example the data variables IDATA, ISUM1, and 
ISUM2 were declared globally within the COMMON blocks MAIN 
and SUM. As a result these variables will be 
characterized as being shared variables among the two
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SUBROUTINE blockl 
COMMON /main/ idata(1000) 
COMMON /sum/ isuml,isum2 
INTEGER indxl 
DO indxl = 1, 500

isuml=isuml+idata(indxl) 
ENDDO 
RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE block2 
COMMON /main/ idata(1000) 
COMMON /sum/ isuml,isum2 
INTEGER indx2 
DO indx2 = 501, 1000

i sum2=i sum2+idata(indx2) 
ENDDO 
RETURN 
END

Figure 2.1 (a) Independent Parallel Tasks

SHARED
idata
isuml
isum2

PRIVATE
indxl
indx2

Figure 2.1 (b) Scope of Variables
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tasks BL0CK1 and BLOCK2. On the other hand the data 
variables INDX1 and INDX2 were declared locally within the
two tasks BL0CK1 and BL0CK2, and therefore will be
characterized as being private variables. This means that 
at no time can the task BLOCK1 ever access the variable
INDX2, nor can the task BLOCK2 ever access the variable
INDX1. However, each of the tasks are free to access and 
use the data variables IDATA, ISUM1, and ISUM2 at anytime.

The example given in figure 2.1 (a) represents a 
parallel code that has no data dependencies linking its 
tasks together. Data dependencies are a normal part of 
any code. A data dependencies that occurs within a task 
can be ignored since it will have no effect on the 
parallel execution of the code at hand. However, those 
data dependencies that occur between parallel tasks within 
a code cannot be ignored since they can cause errors 
during execution. This usually occurs when two or more 
tasks attempt to simultaneously update the same shared 
variable location. In the example given in figure 2.1 (a), 
none of the shared variables will ever encounter such a 
condition. However, by altering this code slightly, 
figure 2.2 illustrates an example of a dependency.

As in figure 2.1 (a), the two tasks sum separate 
halves of the data array IDATA. However, in this case the
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SUBROUTINE blockl 
COMMON /main/ idata(1000) 
COMMON /sum/ isum 
INTEGER indx, tmpl 
DO indx = 1, 500 
tmpl = tmpl + idata(indx) 

ENDDO
( critical region #1 ) 
isum = isum + tmpl 
( end critical region } 
RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE block2 
COMMON /main/ idata(1000) 
COMMON /sum/ isum 
INTEGER indx, tmp2 
DO indx = 501, 1000 
tmp2 = tmp2 + idata (indx) 

ENDDO
{ critical region #2 ) 
isum = isum + tmp2 
( end critical region ) 
RETURN 
END

Figure 2.2 Dependent Parallel Tasks
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tasks temporarily accumulate their sums in the locally 
declared, private variables TMP1 and TMP2. After each 
task has processed its half of IDATA, the totals contained 
in TMP1 and TMP2 are then accumulated into the shared 
variable ISUM.

As long as the tasks update ISUM at different times 
there will be no problem in this code. For example, if 
BL0CK1 reaches the statement updating the shared variable 
ISUM long before the task BL0CK2 reaches its statement 
updating ISUM, then BL0CK1 adds TMP1 to ISUM before BL0CK2 
references the variable ISUM. In this case no collisions 
will occur as a result of processing these tasks in 
parallel.

The difficulty arises in this example when both tasks 
try to update the shared variable ISUM. The final value 
accumulated into this location can end up to be erroneous. 
If both tasks reach the statements updating ISUM at the 
same time, then each task references the value contained 
in ISUM before any updating to this variable takes place. 
Assuming that the ISUM has the value of zero, then BL0CK1 
adds the value of ISUM, zero, to the value of TMP1. 
Likewise, BL0CK2 also adds the value of zero to the value 
of TMP2.

Now suppose that BL0CK1 randomly updates ISUM with its
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results before BL0CK2 is given the chance. BL0CK1 stores 
its sum of zero and TMP1 into the data location ISUM, so 
ISUM equals the value of TMP1. BLOCK2 subsequently stores 
its sum of zero and TMP2 into the variable ISUM. 
Consequently, when these two tasks terminate execution, 
the value of ISUM is equal to the value of TMP2. 
Certainly this is not the desired intent of this program, 
but it does exemplify the problems that can be caused by 
the data dependencies in this code.

Figure 2.2 demonstrates the need to ensure that no 
data dependency exists between any two parallel tasks. 
Several options exist to break the data dependency that 
exists in the code. One option is to allow only one task 
to execute a statement containing ISUM at any one time. 
If both tasks reach these two statements concurrently, 
then one would be forced idle until the other one has 
completely finished executing its statement. This 
approach ensures that the value of ISUM is correct after 
the two tasks complete execution.

The two statements involving the data dependency in 
this example are known as critical regions in the code. 
Generally, critical regions involve those segments of code 
that contain shared variables which can be referenced 
and/or updated by two or more tasks. Critical regions
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essentially identify those data dependencies that exist 
between the parallel tasks in a code. The following 
section in this chapter gives a brief description of the 
various types of data dependencies that can occur within 
parallel codes.

2.3 Data Dependencies
A data dependency can be defined to be an "ordering 

relationship occurring between statements [or tasks] that 
use or produce the same data". [ 1, pp. 5-3 ] In this 
regard the ordering of a selective set of statements needs 
to be preserved in such a manner that the outcome of 
execution is always consistent. A number of types of data 
dependencies can occur within a code. Some of these 
dependencies are readily identifiable while others are 
vague and difficult to detect. This section will 
concentrate on the most common data dependencies 
encountered within parallel codes. These are flow
dependencies, anti-flow dependencies, output dependencies, 
and unknown dependencies. [1][2][3]

2.3.1 Flow Dependency
A flow dependency exists between two statements, si 

and s2, if there exists some execution path leading from 
si to s2, and if there exists some variable x^ contained
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in both si and s2 such that si first updates before s2 
references x^. Figure 2.3 (a) illustrates this general 
condition. It is apparent that si must precede in
execution before s2 since it generates output that is 
later used by s2 for its own computational purposes. 
Statements si and s2 could not be contained in separate 
tasks unless restrictions were imposed upon the tasks 
guaranteeing this ordering relationship. This is generally 
true for all dependencies that occur between statements.

2.3.2 Anti-Flow Dependency
An anti-flow dependency exists between two statements, 

si and s2, if there exists some execution path leading 
from si to s2, and if there exists some variable x^
contained in both si and s2 such that si first references 
x^ before s2 later updates x^. Figure 2.3 (b) illustrates 
this general condition. In this case si must precede s2 
since it needs to use the value contained in x^ before s2 
changes it.

2.3.3 Output Dependency
An output dependency exists between two statements, si

and s2, if there exists some execution path leading from
si to s2, and if there exists some variable x^ contained 
in both si and s2 such that si first updates x^ before s2
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sl:
s2: ... =

Figure 2.3 (a) Flow Dependency

sl: ... =
s2: X£ = . . .

Figure 2.3 (b) Anti-Flow Dependency

sl: 
s2 :

Figure 2.3 (c) Output Dependency
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updates . Figure 2.3 (c) illustrates this general 
condition. In this case sl must precede s2 since all of 
the statements between sl and s2 may need to reference the 
value of x^ as computed by sl.

2.3.4 Unknown Dependency
Typically, most dependencies can be characterized as 

being either a flow, anti-flow, or output dependency. 
However, there are occasions when dependencies between 
statements cannot be so readily identified. This occurs 
especially when linked lists or subscripted arrays are 
used within codes. Since two statements can reference an 
array or linked list through a variety of indexing 
methods, it cannot always be predetermined whether the two 
statements are referencing and/or updating a like variable 
location. [1]

2.4 Resolving Data Dependencies
Several methodologies can successfully translate tasks 

linked by dependencies into independently executable 
parallel sections of code. The two methods mentioned in 
this paper to resolve data dependencies are known as 
scalar renaming, and scalar expansion. These are two of 
the most common methods used in parallel codes to break 
data dependencies. [3][4]
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2.4.1 Scalar Renaming
Scalar renaming simply refers to renaming or declaring 

new variables within task blocks to replace those 
variables causing data dependencies. Typically, scalar 
renaming is applied when two or more tasks use identical 
variable locations in which the values will have little 
consequence beyond the region of code which define these 
tasks. Figure 2.4 (a) exemplifies two tasks which are 
dependent upon each other due to the shared variable IMP. 
Figure 2.4 (b) illustrates the revision of the code by 
renaming the variable IMP as the two new variables, IMP1 
and IMP2.

2.4.2 Scalar Expansion
Scalar expansion is very similar to the idea of scalar 

renaming. It involves redefining those scalar variables 
causing data dependencies as arrays, where each task has a 
unique storage location within the array to hold its 
particular computations. Figure 2.4 (c) illustrates the 
revision to the code given in figure 2.4 (a) using scalar 
expansion upon the variable IMP. This method is fairly 
easy to implement and has a greater potential of use than 
that of scalar renaming.

Scalar expansion is most useful when breaking those
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{ Taskblock #1 } { Taskblock #2 }
imp = . . . imp = . . .
... = imp ... = imp

{ EndTaskblock } { EndTaskblock }

Figure 2.4 (a) Dependent Tasks

{ Taskblock #1 } { Taskblock #2 }
impl = . . . imp2 = . . .
... = impl ... = imp2

{ EndTaskblock } { EndTaskblock }

Figure 2.4 (b) After Scalar Renaming

{ Taskblock #1 } 
imp[1] = . . . 
... = imp[1]

{ EndTaskblock >

{ Taskblock #2 > 
imp[2] = . . . 
... = imp[2]

{ EndTaskblock }

Figure 2.4 (c) After Scalar Expansion
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data dependencies that occur in "DO-ALL” loops. A DOALL 
loop is defined to be a incremental loop (i.e., like a 
conventional DO loop as defined in FORTRAN) where each
iteration in the DOALL loop comprises a unique task that 
is to be executed in parallel with all of the other 
iterations in that loop. In the example given in
figure 2.5 (a) the data dependency created by the variable 
IMP can be eliminated between the iterations in the DOALL 
loop by simply expanding IMP to be an array as shown in 
figure 2.5 (c) . By doing this no two iterations, or
tasks, in the DOALL loop will ever have the chance to
update and/or reference the same variable location again.

2.5 Estimating Potential Speedup
Many techniques can be applied involving the 

parallelization of a code. Recognizing and resolving data 
dependencies is perhaps the most important step when 
converting codes for parallel execution. It is also 
important to recognize the potential gains that can be 
expected by parallelizing codes. There are a number of 
methods that can be used to estimate the performance of a 
code before executing it in parallel. The method referred 
the most is known as Amdahl's Law. [1][5][6]

In this method the execution time of a program is
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DOALL l — 1 / n 
imp = . . .
... = imp

ENDDOALL

Figure 2.5 (a) Before Scalar Expansion

DOALL i — 1 , n 
imp[i] = . . .
... = imp[i]

ENDDOALL

Figure 2.5 (b) After Scalar Expansion
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estimated by comparing the fraction of sequential work 
against the fraction of parallel work within a targeted 
program. This is done by taking into account the 
effective rate of speed at which a machine can process 
sequential work against the effective rate of speed at 
which the same machine can process parallel work. 
Amdahl's Law can be used as an effective means of
predicting the expected performance of a program when 
executed in parallel.

For illustration purposes let Sseg characterize the 
rate at which a machine can process code sequentially. 
Also let Spar characterize the rate at which the same
machine can process code in parallel using the available 
processors in the system. Furthermore, let Fpar represent 
the fraction of work that can be processed in parallel 
within a targeted program, and let Fseq represent the
fraction of work in that same program that must be
processed sequentially. Then the time that it will take 
to execute this program can be estimated by the following 
equation:

F,seq F,parT + (2.1)
Sseq Spar
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Equation 2.1 represents a simplification of what is known 
as Amdahl's Law. This equation implies that the slowest 
execution time for either the sequential portion of work 
or for the parallel portion of work will greatly influence 
the total execution time of the entire program. [5] This 
can be seen by example.

Suppose a machine can sequentially process 100 
computational steps per second. And suppose this same 
machine can process 400 computational steps per second in 
parallel using its multiple processors. Furthermore, 
suppose a program had been presented to this machine which 
contained 100 computational steps to be processed. And 
suppose only 50 of these computational steps could be 
processed in parallel. Then it is possible to compute the 
estimated execution time for this problem using Amdahl's 
Law.

Sequentially, the estimated execution time for this 
program will be:

F,seq 100
T 1.0 s (2.2)

Sseq 100

However, the estimated execution time for this program 
when processed in parallel will be:
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T = seq *par
’seq ^par

(2.3)

50
100

50
400

(2.4)

0.5 + 0.125 = 0.625 s. (2.5)

Clearly, in this example the slowest execution time 
will result from the code that is computed sequentially in 
this program. In fact over 80 percent of the total
execution time for this program will be attributed to the 
computations associated with the sequential code. And what 
is more, even though 50 percent of this program could be 
executed in parallel, only a 37.5 percent reduction in 
execution time can be expected by parallelizing this code 
on this particular multiprocessor system. This example 
illustrates the general implications concerning Amdahl's 
Law. Amdahl's Law implies that if any significant gains 
in speed from multiprocessing are to be achieved, then a 
vast majority of code in a program must be restructured 
for parallel execution. So in other words if large gains 
in speed from parallel processing are desired, then large 
portions of code must be parallelized.
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2.6 Conclusions
This chapter presented a number of key concepts 

associated with parallel programming. The main concern of 
this chapter pertained to the recognition and resolution 
of data dependencies. Data dependencies have the effect 
of generating unpredictable errors within parallel 
programs. The resolution of such errors is necessary in
order to maintain the integrity of any code that is to be
processed in parallel. The understanding of these 
concepts was crucial to parallelize the SPICE program.

A number of other factors will also have an effect on
the performance of a program when executed in parallel.
These factors include the amount of code that can be 
processed in parallel, the amount of work that is 
processed by each processor, the amount of overhead 
generated from code modifications to enhance parallel 
processing, and the amount of system generated overhead 
that occurs from asynchronous processing. [8, pp. 225] 
These factors are all important in the study of parallel 
programming and are periodically discussed throughout the 
chapters of this text.
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CHAPTER THREE - THE CRAY-XMP/48 MULTIPROCESSOR 
3.0 Introduction

This chapter introduces the reader to the CRAY-XMP/48 
multiprocessor system. This type of computer was used in 
this project to evaluate the parallel version of the SPICE 
program. In this chapter the microtasking utilities of 
the CRAY are presented in detail. These utilities were 
the basic tools used to restructure the SPICE code for 
parallel execution. The specific commands associated with 
the microtasking libraries are discussed in section 3.2 of 
this chapter. Following this is a brief introduction to 
the CRAY-XMP performance monitoring utilities. These 
utilities can be used to evaluate and monitor the 
execution performances of any targeted program executing 
on the CRAY. They were later used in this project to 
evaluate the performance and behavior of the SPICE 
program. The results are discussed in chapter four of 
this thesis.

The CRAY-XMP is a MIMD computer. It contains up to 
four independently operating processors which share a 
central memory of up to sixteen million 64-bit words. Two 
CRAY-XMP systems were used in this project for the 
evaluation of the SPICE program. The first was located at 
the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center in Pittsburgh,
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Pennsylvania. The second was located at the National 
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder,
Colorado.

CRAY Research (CRT) now supports two sophisticated 
levels of multitasking in its CRAY-XMP and CRAY-2
multiprocessor systems. On the CRAY these are called 
"macrotasking" and "microtasking". They can be 
distinguished from one other by their philosophical and 
economical differences. [1][7][8][9]

Macrotasking involves "individualizing" the 
processors. Each processor is treated as a separate and 
distinct operating element. The processors are accessed 
and assigned to tasks individually, and can be identified 
uniquely at anytime throughout the program run.

Microtasking de-emphasizes the individual processor. 
It involves accessing and working with the processors as a 
group. The processors are directed through a microtasked
section of code without ever associating any particular
piece of work with any particular processor.

In this approach the pieces of work, or tasks, are 
predefined in the code. During execution, tasks are 
assigned to processors at random by simply knowing which 
tasks have been processed and which have not been 
processed. When a processor becomes available it is simply
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assigned to one of the unprocessed tasks within the 
microtasked subroutine. This scheme is fairly generic and 
simple to implement within a program.

3.2 Macrotaskinq
Macrotasking, originally dubbed multitasking, was CRIs 

first attempt at multitasking. The utilities were 
intended to operate within a dedicated environment (i.e., 
the entire machine is dedicated to only one user at a 
time). The commands in the macrotasking libraries provide 
the means of accessing and assigning processors to tasks, 
synchronizing and communicating between tasks, and 
preventing memory conflicts associated with parallel 
tasks. Macrotasking is well suited for those codes that 
can be divided into large grained tasks. It is also well 
suited for those tasks that require few synchronizations 
and little communication. This is important to recognize 
since the penalty incurred when using any of the 
macrotasking commands of the CRAY is high. It is therefore 
necessary to limit the number of calls to the macrotasking 
utilities in order to gain the full benefit of their use. 
[1][7]
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3.3 Microtasking
The microtasking libraries of the CRAY are CRI ' s 

latest attempt at multitasking. This level of parallel 
processing far exceeds the macrotasking libraries in 
capability and economy. This is due to the manner in 
which they were implemented within the system. The 
microtasking utilities were purposely designed to operate 
well within a non-dedicated processing environment. This 
was done because most CRAY computers are set up as 
nondedicated operating environments. The effectiveness of 
the microtasking libraries stems from a basic 
understanding of the system itself.

During execution every program in the system is 
constantly subjected to a series of interrupts, system 
checks, and associated hold and wait issues. During these 
times the associated processor is momentarily forced idle, 
giving it the potential capability of working on another 
program within the system. The microtasking libraries 
take full advantage of these situations. They effectively 
”steal" the processors away during these events to briefly 
work on parallel sections of code within other microtasked 
programs. [8] This methodology implies that microtasking 
is well suited for tasks of small granularity and size, 
and can be used to parallelize programs at very low
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levels in the code. Moreover, the overhead needed to 
support this type of parallel environment is extremely 
low. In fact it has been noted that a microtasked program 
should never execute any slower than five percent of the 
original single-processor version of that code. [1]

These two utilities demonstrate the potential of 
parallelizing codes effectively through a variety of 
methods using the CRAY-XMP multiprocessor system. The 
research conducted in this project concentrated on those 
parallel strategies that could be used with the 
microtasking utilities of the CRAY. This was done because 
the microtasking utilities were found to be more easily 
applicable to the SPICE program.

3.4 Microtasking Directives
Orchestrating a set of multiple processors through a 

microtasked section of code requires a careful 
partitioning of that code. Such partitions can be 
referred to as "control structures". [1][9] Control
structures are disjoint sections of code that are 
processed sequentially. They define the basic regions of 
code in microtasked subroutine in which a set of multiple 
processors can execute concurrently. Within these control 
structures are further partitions that define the tasks in 
a code that are to be executed in parallel.
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The following sections describe in detail a set of 
microtasking commands that enable a number of particular 
events associated with parallel processing. These 
directives access and release the multiple processors for 
a code, identify particular subroutines to be 
parallelized, define control structures and tasks within 
these subroutines, identify critical regions of code 
within tasks to be protected against parallel execution, 
and perform other functions necessary for parallel 
execution.

3.4.1 CMICS GETCPUS (n)
The "GET-CPUs" directive is used only once during the 

course of a program run, and should be used prior to any 
parallel work that is done in the program. Its purpose is 
to announce to the system that the associated program will 
be microtasked and has the potential of handling up to "n" 
processors at once during execution. Typically, "n" is 
set to be the maximum number of processors available in 
the system. The ability of varying this value gives rise 
to variety of debugging techniques when introducing 
parallel interfaces into codes.

As with all microtasking directives, this command 
begins with the letter "C" in column one of the FORTRAN
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program. It will appear as a simple comment to any other 
FORTRAN compiler not supporting the microtasking libraries 
of the CRAY. This is extremely beneficial since any other 
machine will simply view the code as an ordinary set of 
sequential instructions that can be executed with no prior 
change. [1][9]

3.4.2 CMICS RELCPUS
The "RELEASE-CPUs" directive is complimentary to the 

”GET-CPUs” command. It directs the system to disengage 
linkage with all the processors in the system except for 
one. This provides the means of escaping from a parallel 
environment back to a sequential during the course of the 
program run. Like the previous command this command is 
implemented only once in the program, after all parallel 
work has been completed. It is typically used to resolve 
system conflict errors that arise during the termination 
of a microtasked program.

3.4.3 CMICS MICRO
The "MICRO-TASK” directive identifies subroutines that 

are subject to parallel execution. This command must 
directly precede the header of the subroutine to be 
microtasked. When it is encountered it directs the system 
to gather all of the available processors to begin
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parallel execution within the microtasked subroutine. 
Processors may become available at anytime during the 
course of execution in the microtasked subroutine, even 
after the work is partially complete. Late comers will 
simply pass over the completed work, and begin executing 
the tasks in the control structure which is currently 
active in the subroutine. [1][9]

3.4.4 CMICS DO GLOBAL
The "DO GLOBAL" is the microtasking directive for the 

DOALL parallel loop concept. "This directive marks the 
beginning of a control structure in which each of the 
iterations of the [targeted] DO loop comprise all of the 
processes" or tasks to be executed in parallel. 
[1, pp. 12-9] The statement containing the referenced 
DO loop label marks the end of DO loop and the end of 
"DO GLOBAL" control structure. Figure 3.1 illustrates an 
example of a microtasked subroutine using a "DO GLOBAL” 
control structure. [1][9]

3.4.5 CMICS PROCESS. ALSO PROCESS. END PROCESS
The "PROCESS" directive marks the beginning of another 

type of control structure available in the microtasking 
libraries. The code contained between this and an 
"ALSO PROCESS" or an "END PROCESS" directive comprises a



o o
CHIC$ MICRO 
C
C Calculate the product of the two vectors,
C A and B? Place the results in the vector C. 
C
C "msize" tasks will be created in this 
C parallel routine, where each task "i" has 
C the job of calculating the product of 
C MA(i) * B(i)M and storing the results in 
C the variable location "C(i)".
C

SUBROUTINE VECTOR_MULTIPLY(A,B,C,msize) 
REAL A(msize),B(msize),C(msize)
INTEGER msize, index

C
CMIC$ DO GLOBAL 
C

DO 100 index = 1, msize
C(index) = A(index) * B(index)

100 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

Figure 3.1 DO GLOBAL Control Structure
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task within the control structure of this type. 
Additional tasks are consequently defined beginning with 
the "ALSO PROCESS" directive and ended either by another 
"ALSO PROCESS" or an "END PROCESS" directive. The 
"END PROCESS" directive marks the end of a task as well as 
the end of the control structure. A control structure can 
contain up to 100 tasks and can have as few as one task. 
Figure 3.2 illustrates an example of a parallel section of 
code using this type of control structure. This example 
illustrates how the code in figure 2.1 (a) would look 
using the microtasking commands of the CRAY. [1][9]

3.4.6 CMICS GUARD fn). END GUARD (n)
The "GUARD" and the associated "END GUARD" directives 

identify and encompass critical regions of code within the 
control structures. Each critical region is identified 
with the integer value "n". Those critical regions having 
identical identification values are restricted from 
executing in parallel with one another. Figure 3.3 
illustrates a generalization of the example given in 
figure 2.2. In this example the microtasking guard 
directives are used to protect the critical regions in the 
code from parallel execution. [1][9]
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CMIC$ MICRO
SUBROUTINE BLOCKN 
COMMON /main/ idata(lOOO) 
COMMON /sum/ isuml,isum2 
INTEGER indxl, indx2

C
CMIC$ PROCESS 
C

{Beginning of Task #1}
DO indxl = 1, 500

isuml = isuml + idata(indxl) 
ENDDO

C
CMIC$ ALSO PROCESS 
C

{Beginning of Task #2)
DO indx2 = 501, 1000

isum2 = isum2 + idata(indx2) 
ENDDO

C
CMIC$ END PROCESS 
C

RETURN
END

Figure 3.2 PROCESS - END PROCESS Control Structure
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3.5 CRAY Performance Monitors
Cray computers provide exact means of monitoring 

execution performances of programs. Such routines audit 
event issues relating to instruction and floating-point 
operation counts (MIPS and MFLOPS), instruction and hold 
issues, CPU and I/O memory references and conflicts, 
subroutine call and time counts, as well as many other 
issues pertaining to hardware and software execution 
analysis. These events can be monitored through a variety 
of performance tools available on the Cray. The three 
discussed in this thesis are FLOWTRACE, PERFMON, and SPY. 
[1][10][11]

3.5.1 FLOWTRACE
FLOWTRACE is a particularly useful monitoring tool 

when evaluating sequential codes for optimization and 
parallelization. It provides precise information 
profiling subroutines that are used within a monitored 
program. Specifically, FLOWTRACE reports on the total 
number of calls to each subroutine used within the 
program, the total amount of time spent within each 
subroutine, and the average amount of time spent per call. 
In addition, for each subroutine two lists are generated 
containing the first fourteen subroutines that are called 
and that call that particular subroutine. Such information
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CMIC$ MICRO
SUBROUTINE BLOCKN 
COMMON /main/ idata(1000)
COMMON /sum/ isum
INTEGER indxl, indx2, tmpl, tmp2

C
CMIC$ PROCESS 
C

DO indxl = 1, 500
tmpl = tmpl + idata(indxl) 

ENDDO
C
CMIC$ GUARD 1

isum = isum + tmpl 
CMIC$ END GUARD 1 
C
CMIC$ ALSO PROCESS 
C

DO indx2 = 501, 1000
tmp2 = tmp2 + idata(indx2) 

ENDDO
C
CMIC$ GUARD 1

isum = isum + tmp2 
CMIC$ END GUARD 1 
C
CMIC$ END PROCESS 
C

RETURN
END

Figure 3.3 Microtasked Subroutine with Critical Regions
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is invaluable when identifying those sections of code 
within a program that could benefit most from 
optimization. However, FLOWTRACE has considerable 
overhead, so its use should be limited when evaluating 
codes that execute for long periods of time. [10]

3.5.2 PERFMON
PERFMON is a monitoring utility that provides 

information related to hardware and system event issues. 
It is currently the only monitoring tool available to 
provide accurate and specific accounts regarding the 
individual performances processors used in microtasked 
programs. Therefore, PERFMON was used in this project to 
compare the performances of the parallel subroutines in 
SPICE against their sequential counterparts. The overhead 
associated with PERFMON is almost negligible, so it can be 
used for analytical purposes during most execution runs. 
[10]

3.5.3 SPY
SPY is a performance monitoring utility similar to 

FLOWTRACE. It provides execution profiles of the 
program's subroutines based upon a run-time "hit- 
statistic". Program modules are partitioned into 
"buckets" (i.e., incremental blocks of code) that are
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monitored during the execution of the program. When a 
system interrupt occurs the program register is examined 
in order to determine which bucket the current statement 
being executed belongs. This is called a "hit" within a 
bucket, and for each bucket a tally is kept for these 
hits. After the program terminates the tallies are 
totaled and reported with respect to each subroutine. 
This depicts a statistical run-time performance accounting 
for each subroutine in the monitored program. Although 
the report from SPY is limited, in comparison to FLOWTRACE 
its overhead is considerably less and therefore can be 
used more frequently than FLOWTRACE for analytical 
purposes. [10]

3.6 Conclusions
The CRAY-XMP/48 was chosen in this project because of 

its outstanding hardware and software functional 
capabilities. The microtasking utilities of the CRAY 
proved to be an excellent package when parallelizing the 
SPICE program. The commands can be easily interfaced into 
any code with little effort and change to the code. It 
can be noted that the microtasking libraries of the CRAY 
have just been released as an official product of CRI 
under the new 1.16 COS operating system. They are still 
in the trial stages of development and are characterized
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by a few inconsistencies because they are so new.
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CHAPTER FOUR - SPICE
4.1 Introduction

SPICE is a simulation program developed for 
integrated-circuit engineering. The primary function of 
SPICE is to evaluate and examine the electrical 
performances of modeled circuitry. [12][13] It
accomplishes this through a variety of numerical 
evaluations that are pertinent for the development of 
integrated circuitry. Circuit models can be represented 
by a combination of basic electrical components predefined 
within the SPICE program. These components include 
resistors, capacitors, mutual inductors, non-linear 
inductors, independent voltage and current sources, as 
well as a number of other circuit element types. SPICE 
also has predefined four of the most common semi-conductor 
devices used in circuit models. These are the bipolar- 
junction transistors (BJTs), the junction field-effect 
transistors (JFETs), the metal-oxide field-effeet 
transistors (MOSFETs), and diodes (DIODEs). [12][13]

The original SPICE program was developed by 
E. Cohen and L. W. Nagel at the Electronics Research 
Laboratory of the University of California in 1972. Since 
that time many new versions of SPICE have been developed 
to better simulate and analyze integrated circuitry. This
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project focused on the 2G.6 version of the SPICE program. 
This was done because SPICE 2G.6 was the last version of 
the SPICE code written in the FORTRAN programming 
language. All the succeeding versions of SPICE have been 
converted into the C-Programming language. It was 
desired to use this version of SPICE because FORTRAN is 
the most widely used programming language. Also, the 
microtasking utilities of the CRAY are geared for FORTRAN 
programs.

This chapter gives a brief overview of the SPICE 
program. The first section in this chapter describes the 
overlays that are contained in this code. These overlays 
are called upon to process and analyze the modeled 
circuits inputed into SPICE. The following three sections 
in this chapter describe in detail two numerical methods 
that are used by SPICE to process circuit models. These 
two methods are the Newton-Raphson method and the 
L\U decomposition method. The last four sections in this 
chapter describe the findings of an execution profile 
conducted on the SPICE program using the FLOWTRACE 
performance monitoring utility. The information obtained 
from this analysis helped to determine those subroutines 
in SPICE that would be targeted for parallel execution.
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4.2 SPICE Overlays
Most circuit simulation programs consist of five major 

overlays that handle the circuit models. These overlays 
consist of the input, setup, analysis, output, and utility 
overlays. [12][13] An overlay usually is made up of a set 
of related subroutines that combine to produce some 
desired function within the program. Originally, those 
codes that were too large to fit into the main memory of a 
computer were partitioned into overlays. This scheme 
allowed the program to execute by pulling the various 
overlays in and out of secondary storage as they were 
required. As a result a large program could be executed 
subsequently in a smaller computer system since it did not 
need to reside entirely within the central memory of that 
system. In recent years the need for overlays has steadily 
diminished because most computers available today provide 
adequate central memory to handle such codes.

The input overlay within the SPICE program has the 
function of reading in the various descriptions of the 
circuit model to be analyzed. It also has the function of 
building the fundamental data structures that hold these 
descriptions of the circuit model. This overlay has the 
final task of detecting and handling user input errors.

The setup overlay is somewhat like the input overlay.
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It has the function of building additional data structures 
that handle and analyze the inputed circuit model. These 
data structures will be closely geared for the numerical 
evaluations that will later be conducted on the circuit 
model within the analysis overlay.

The analysis overlay is the largest and most 
significant overlay in any circuit simulation program. In 
the SPICE program it performs the various electrical 
performance evaluations requested upon the circuit model. 
Usually, the analysis overlay is the most time consuming 
of all the overlays in SPICE. As a result a great deal of 
attention is paid to this overlay concerning methodology 
and optimization.

The output overlay generates a comprehensive report 
concerning the electrical characteristics of the inputed 
circuit model. Errors that are encountered in either the 
input overlay or in the analysis overlay concerning the 
circuit model are also included in this report.

Finally, the utility overlay in a circuit simulation 
program is used to support a library of predefined and 
previously used circuit models. Such circuits can be 
stored and retrieved using this utility for future 
reference and evaluation. This is an optional overlay 
which is not included in the SPICE program. [12][13]
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This project focused on parallelizing those 
subroutines contained in the DCTRAN analysis overlay 
within the SPICE program. "The DCTRAN overlay [is used 
to]...perform the dc transfer curve, dc operating point, 
initial transient operating point, and transient analyses" 
as requested by the inputed circuit model. [13, pp. 33] 
The 2G.6 version of SPICE consists of several analysis 
overlays, where DCTRAN is the largest and most time 
consuming. As a result the subroutines contained in the 
DCTRAN overlay were the best candidates in SPICE that 
could benefit from parallelization.

4.3 Circuit Model Representations
Circuit models are represented within the SPICE 

program by a system of mathematical equations. SPICE 
builds these equations in the input and setup overlays. 
These equations can be linear or non-linear depending upon 
the electrical components characterizing the circuit 
model. When a circuit model contains electrical
components that are all linear, then the system can be 
represented linearly. So, in this case the system can be 
represented using the linear coefficient matrix A. During 
evaluation various voltage and current sources are 
"pulsed" through the matrix in order to obtain the 
particular electronic characteristics and behaviors of the
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circuit model. [14] These voltage and current sources are 
parameterized in the excitation vector b . For each 
excitation vector requiring evaluation the system is 
solved linearly as shown in equation 4.1.

Ax = b (4.1)

After evaluation the vector x will contain the electrical 
responses of the circuit model with respect to the 
matrix A and the vector b.

When a circuit model contains non-linear electrical 
components it must be represented and solved as a system 
of non-linear equations. In this case G(x) is used to 
represent the system of linear equations, and x is used to 
represent the unknown electronic responses of the circuit 
model. For the non-linear case the system is equated to 
zero and solved as shown in equation 4.2.

G (x) = 0 (4.2)

A number of linear and non-linear solution techniques 
can be applied to equations 4.1 and 4.2 in order to 
compute the solution of the vector x. The next two 
sections in this chapter discuss the methods that are used
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in the SPICE program to solve such systems of linear and 
non-linear equations.

4.3.1 The Newton-Raphson Method
Most "non-linear solution algorithms determine the 

solution of a system of non-linear equations by an 
iterative sequence of linearized equation 
solutions". [12, pp. 114] SPICE uses a modification of 
the Newton-Raphson method to solve its non-linear circuit 
equations. In this method iterative solutions are 
generated by linearizing the system of equations G(x) 
through a Taylor's Series expansion. Each successive 
solution Xfc+i is found by using the previous solution x%, 
such that:

G(xk+1) = G(Xk+dXk) - G(xk) + G' (Xk) djçk = 0. (4.3)

In these equations dx% represents the estimated error 
between the current solution x% and the exact solution x, 
and G'(x%) represents the derivative or Jacobian of G(x) . 
[12] By setting dx% to be the difference of x^+i and x%, 
equation 4.3 can then be simplified to become:

G(xk) + G'(xk)(xk+1 - xk) = 0, (4.4)
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or,
G' (xk)xk+1 = - G(xk) + G' (x^x*. (4.5)

In its present form equation 4.5 represents a system of 
linear equations that can be solved for the vector xk+1 
using some type of linear solution technique. This 
equation is repetitively used for each new solution vector 
xk+1 requiring evaluation against G(x). [12]

The Newton-Raphson method terminates when some 
convergence criteria is met between the two solution 
vectors xk+1 and xk . This occurs when the difference 
between these two vectors becomes so small that the 
difference is essentially equal to zero. At this point 
the vector xk would be considered to be the solution of 
the non-linear system of equations G(x), such that:

G(xk) - G (x) = 0. (4.6)

Most of the time spent in the DCTRAN overlay occurs 
within the Newton-Raphson Algorithm. So the subroutines 
involved within this algorithm will greatly influence the 
performance and execution time of the entire overlay. For 
these reasons those subroutines that are a part of the 
Newton-Raphson algorithm were of particular interest when
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parallelizing the SPICE program.

4.3.2 The L/U Decomposition Method
Linear systems of equations are typically solved using 

either Gaussian elimination or the L/U decomposition 
method. Gaussian elimination is well suited for those 
systems of equations that require the solution of only one 
input vector (i.e., excitation vector). When several 
input vectors require evaluation against a system the L/U 
decomposition method becomes the better choice of the two 
methods. This is because the L/U decomposition method 
will take less time evaluating the additional input 
vectors as opposed to using Gaussian elimination. Because 
the majority of circuit models do require a multiple 
number of performance evaluations, the L/U decomposition 
method is the algorithm used in the SPICE program. [12]

The L/U decomposition method involves the 
factorization of a coefficient matrix A, as shown in 
equation 4.1, into the product of two lower and upper 
triangular matrices, L and U, such that:

Ax = LUx = b. (4.7)

SPICE uses the factorization method associated with 
Doolittle. [12] In Doolittle's method U is an upper
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triangular matrix, and L is a lower triangular matrix with 
a normalized unit diagonal. [12] After the matrix has 
been factorized the solution to the vector x is found by a 
forward and backward substitution step using the 
respective matrices L and U.

The forward and backward substitution steps can be 
depicted in the following equations shown in this section. 
If these matrices L and U are both non-singular, then
equation 4.7 is algebraically equivalent to the following:

(4.8)

(4.9)

Since the product of Ux in equation 4.8 is unknown, it can
be found by simply substituting it with some vector y,
such that:

y = Ux, (4.10)

which implies,

and
Ux = L b ,

x = U”1L”1b

and
y = L-1b , 

Ly = b,

(4.11)

(4.12)
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by equations 4.8 and 4.11. Since the value of the matrix 
L and the vector b are both known in equation 4.12, the 
solution to y can be found simply by evaluating it against 
L and b, respectively. After this has been completed, y 
can be substituted back into equation 4.9 using 
equation 4.11 in order to find the value of x, such that:

x = U~ly, (4.13)
and

Ux = y. (4.14)

At this point the solution to the vector x can be found by 
evaluating it against the matrix U and vector y, 
respectively. [12]

The L/U decomposition method is an effective algorithm 
to use when evaluating linear systems of equations. 
Because this algorithm is called in every iteration of the 
Newton-Raphson method, the correct solution of these 
"linear systems of equations is an important prerequisite 
to the total task of circuit simulation". [12, pp. Ill] 
Any revisions regarding this algorithm must be carefully 
considered in order to preserve the stability of this code 
and of the entire program itself.
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4.4 Sample Data Sets
During the initial evaluations of the SPICE program 

two sample data sets were used to conduct the preliminary 
investigations of this code. These two data sets 
represent benchmark circuit models that can be used to 
test and examine the validity of the SPICE program. 
Because the data sets are well known, they were used in 
this project to test and confirm the validity of the code 
modifications that were later introduced into SPICE to 
promote parallel execution.

The first sample data set used in this project to test 
SPICE represented an operational amplifier. A diagram of 
this circuit is given in figure 4.1 [12, pp. Al.6], and
the equivalent input deck describing the circuit model is 
given in figure 4.2 [12, pp. Al.39]. The second sample
data set used in this project represented an assembly of 
smaller circuit models. These two data sets were both 
used to drive SPICE in order to evaluate it using the 
performance monitoring tool FLOWTRACE provided by the 
CRAY. The results from this analysis are given in the 
next three sections of this chapter.

4.5 FLOWTRACE on SPICE
The CRAY performance monitoring tool FLOWTRACE was 

used on the SPICE program in an effort to obtain an
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Q* ©

too*

© ©

(Nagel, 1975, pp. Al.6)

Figure 4.1 Diagram of a Modeled Circuit
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UA741 CKT - UA 741 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER
.WIDTH IN=72 OUT=72
.OPT ACCT OPTS
.DC VIN -0.25 0.25 0.005
.AC DEC 10 1 10GHZ
.TRAN 2.5US 250US
VCC 27 0 15
VEE 26 0 -15
VIN 30 0 SIN( 0 0.1 10KHZ) AC 1
RSI 2 30 IK
RS2 1 0  IK
RF 24 2 100K
R1 10 26 IK
R2 9 26 50K
R3 11 26 IK
R4 12 26 3K
R5 15 17 39K
R6 21 20 40K
R7 14 26 50K
R8 18 26 50
R9 24 25 25
RIO 23 24 50
Rll 13 26 50K
COMP 22 8 3OFF
Q1 3 1 4 QML
Q2 3 2 5 QML
Q3 7 6 4 QPL
Q4 8 6 5 QPL
Q5 7 9 10 QML
Q6 8 9 11 QML
Q7 27 7 9 QML
Q8 6 15 12 QML
Q9 15 15 26 QML
Q10 3 3 27 QPL
Qll 6 3 27 QPL
Q12 17 17 27 QPL
Q14 22 17 27 QPL
Q15 22 22 21 QML
016 22 21 20 QML
Q17 13 13 26 QML
Q18 27 8 14 QML
Q19 20 14 18 QML
Q20 22 23 24 QML
Q21 13 25 24 QPL
Q22 27 22 23 QML
Q23 26 20 25 QPL
.MODEL QML NPN(BF=80 RB=100 CCS=2PF TF=0.3NS TR=6NS CJE=3PF CJC=2PF 
.MODEL QPL PNP(BF=10 RB=20 TF=1NS TR=20NS CJE=6PF CJC=4PF VA=50)
.PRINT DC V (8) V (24)
.PLOT DC V(24)
.PRINT AC V M (24) VP(24)
.PLOT AC V M (24) VP(24)
.PRINT TRAN V(8) V(24)
.PLOT TRAN V(24) V(8)
.END

(Nagel, 1975, pp. A1.39)

Figure 4.2 Input Deck of a Modeled Circuit
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accurate accounting of the execution performance of this 
program. Recall that FLOWTRACE provides precise 
information profiling the subroutines used within a 
monitored program. SPICE was analyzed twice using this 
utility, once for each of the two sample data sets 
described in figures 4.2 and 4.3. The reason for using 
FLOWTRACE was to find those subroutines which SPICE spent 
large amounts of time performing. These subroutines would 
later be targeted for parallelization in this project.

FLOWTRACE reported that over ninety subroutines were 
active during the evaluation of the SPICE program. It was 
discovered that the vast majority of these subroutines 
were active only for brief instances of time in comparison 
to the program as a whole. In fact it was found that the 
average execution time for one of these subroutines was 
less than one half of one percent of the program's total 
execution time. Clearly, these subroutines would not be 
worth targeting for parallel execution since any possible 
gains in speed by parallelizing them would not be 
noticeable as far as the entire program is concerned.

On the other hand five subroutines were singled out by 
FLOWTRACE as having significantly large execution times 
that would be worth investigating. These were the 
subroutines DCDCMP, BJT, DIODE, JFET, and MOSFET. As
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expected they were all contained within the DCTRAN 
analysis overlay, and could be directly linked with the 
Newton-Raphson algorithm to solve the linearized circuit 
equations. The performances for each of these five 
subroutines is discussed in the following two sections of 
this chapter.

4.5.1 FLOWTRACE on DCDCMP and DCSOL
The first subroutine of interest was the subroutine 

DCDCMP. This subroutine performs the L/U decomposition 
method which factorizes the linear coefficient matrix. 
DCDCMP is exclusively called by the Newton-Raphson 
algorithm when solving linear systems of equations.

When the first sample data set was used to drive 
SPICE, this subroutine was called 308 times and 
contributed over 3 5 percent of the program's total 
execution time. Using the second sample data set, this 
subroutine was called over 2000 times and accounted for 
about 20 percent of the program's total execution time. 
These figures are not surprising, and reflect the general 
nature of convergence within the Newton-Raphson algorithm. 
The subroutine DCDCMP was chosen as one of the key 
subroutines targeted for parallelization in this project. 
Chapter six of this thesis covers in detail the strategies
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used to restructure this code for parallel execution.

4.5.2 FLOWTRACE on the Device Handler Routines
The next four subroutines singled out by FLOWTRACE are 

known as the "device handler routines”. These include the 
subroutines BJT, JFET, DIODE, and MOSFET. These 
subroutines are called during each iteration of the 
Newton-Raphson method and are used to construct and load 
the coefficient matrix representing the linearized system 
of circuit equations. These subroutines are so named for 
the four semi-conductor devices predefined in the SPICE 
program. These and the remaining electrical components 
(i.e., resistors, capacitors, inductors, etc., ...) are 
all collectively handled within the subroutine LOAD. 
Since the semi-conductor devices require an extensive 
amount of computations in order to be simulated by SPICE, 
they were all placed in separate modules outside of the 
subroutine LOAD.

For the first sample data set used in this project to 
drive SPICE the device handler routines each were called 
476 times. This accounted for over 20 percent of the 
total execution time of the program. When the second data 
set was used these subroutines were each called 3109 times 
and accounted for over 32 percent of the total execution 
time of the program. After viewing these results, all
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four device handler routines were targeted for parallel 
execution. The strategies used to parallelize these 
subroutines are discussed in chapter five of this thesis.

4.6 Conclusions
It was found that the performance monitoring utility 

FLOWTRACE was an extremely useful tool when profiling the 
subroutines in the SPICE program. The use of this utility 
helped to determine those areas in SPICE that would profit 
most from parallelization. This is important to note 
because future projects involving this type of 
optimization can greatly benefit from this procedure.

It was also found that the Newton-Raphson algorithm 
controlled a great deal of the computations performed 
within the SPICE program. Each of the five subroutines 
that were targeted for parallel execution in this project 
were directly linked with computations involving this 
algorithm. Although the actual subroutine containing the 
Newton-Raphson algorithm was not targeted for 
optimization, future projects involving SPICE may find it 
profitable to investigate this subroutine for parallel 
execution. Indeed if this could occur, then the SPICE 
program could be parallelized at a much higher level in 
the code.
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CHAPTER FIVE - MULTITASKING THE DEVICE HANDLERS
5.1 Introduction

This chapter will describe the methods used to 
parallelize the four subroutines BJT, JFET, DIODE, and 
MOSFET. These routines all contain like code structures 
so the strategies used to parallelize each were similar. 
The first part of this chapter will describe general code 
structures comprising these subroutines. This will be 
followed by a description of the revisions made to these 
routines to support parallel execution. A comparative 
performance analysis of these revisions is given in 
chapter seven.

5.2 Circuit Element Storage
Each of the four device handler routines has the 

function of accessing and updating values pertaining to 
the stored circuit elements of the circuit model. The 
method used to do this is identical in all of the 
subroutines in SPICE and it must be explained in order to 
give an understanding how the four device handler routines 
were parallelized.

A linked list exists for each type of circuit element 
predefined in the SPICE program. These linked lists are 
the basic data structures used to store and retrieve the
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circuit elements that define a circuit model. Circuit 
elements of identical type are stored in identical linked 
lists. So, for example, the resistors describing a circuit 
model are all stored in one linked list, while the DIODEs 
are all stored in another, and so forth. This is done 
because the numerical representation and function of each 
type of circuit element is different from the other. 
Consequently, different data structures or linked lists 
must exist in order to support the different types of 
circuit elements.

Each linked list defined in SPICE can be accessed by 
means of a head-pointer table. A head-pointer simply 
refers to a data variable that contains the address or 
location of the first record in a linked list. In SPICE 
the head pointers to all of the linked lists are contained 
in the integer array LOCATE. As an example, the first 
data location in LOCATE "points" to the top of the linked 
list that contains resistors. Figure 5.1 illustrates the 
table LOCATE, and gives the relative positions of the 
pointers that are contained in this table.

Within each record of a linked list exists a set of 
associated data that describes the particular circuit 
element. Each record

"generally contains both integer and real
data...All integer data is referenced using
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LINKED-LIST
RESISTORS
NL CAPACITORS
NL INDUCTORS
MUTUAL INDUCTORS
NL VOLTAGE CONTROLLED CURRENT
NL VOLTAGE CONTROLLED VOLTAGE
NL CURRENT CONTROLLED CURRENT
NL CURRENT CONTROLLED VOLTAGE
INDEPENDENT VOLTAGE SOURCES
INDEPENDENT CURRENT SOURCES
DIODES
BJTS
JFETS
MOSFETS

SOURCES
SOURCES
SOURCES
SOURCES

Figure 5.1 Linked-Lists of LOCATE Table
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[offsets into] the integer array NODPLC; All real 
(and character) data is referenced using [offsets 
into] the (equivalenced) real array VALUE. The 
VALUE-subscript for the first real- value [of a 
record] is stored in the integer part of the 
[record]... and is called LOCV; The NODPLC- 
subscript is called LOG". [13, pp. 42]

An example illustrating how a record would look in the 
SPICE program is given in figure 5.2. [13, pp. 43] In
this particular case the record definition represents a 
resistor element. The example of the resistor element 
was chosen because it is the simplest record definition of 
all the circuit elements defined in the SPICE program. 
Fourteen items are associated with each resistor defined 
in a circuit element. Some of these items are briefly 
described below.

In figure 5.2 the data location NODPLC(LOC+O) contains 
the offset of the next circuit element in the linked list 
to be processed. The offset in the NODPLC array of the 
current record is stored in the variable location LOG. To 
advance to the next circuit element in the linked list, 
LOG is set to the value of NODPLC (LOC+O) . If the value 
LOG is equal to zero, then there are no more circuit 
elements in that linked list to be processed.

The value contained in NODPLC(LOC+1), stored in the 
variable LOCV, is the offset of the storage locations 
within the VALUE array for the real-valued variables for
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NODPLC-OFFSETS VALUE-OFFSETS

-1 subckt info
+0) next-pointer
4-1 LOCV VALUE (LOCV4-0) : element name
4-2 nl 4-1 : g (temp)
4-3 n2 4-2 : r(TNOM)
4-4 (nl,n2) 4-3 : temp. coef. 1
4-5 (n2,nl) 4-4 : temp. coef. 2
4-6 (nl,nl)
4-7 (n2,n2)

(Cohen, 1976, pp. 43)

Figure 5.2 Record Type for Resistor Element
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the circuit element. Hence, the name LOCV means a ”Loc
ation in the V-alue array”. Associated with this offset 
are a number of real-value data items that are used in the 
calculation of the resistor element. The data location 
VALUE(LOCV+1) gives the element conductance for the 
resistor element. This is adjusted for the temperature 
value of the particular circuit element. The offset 
VALUE(LOCV+2) is the input element resistance for the 
resistor as a function of OHMS. And the offsets
VALUE(LOCV+3) and VALUE(LOCV+4) are optional temperature 
components for the resistor element.

Finally, the notation ” (n^,nj)” means a reference 
pointer to a location in the linear coefficient matrix,
where (n^,nj) is the i-th row, j-th column entry in that
matrix. This is used by the circuit element in order to 
reference and update its particular contributions in the 
linear coefficient matrix of the circuit model. [13]

5.3 Circuit Element Processing
All of the subroutines in SPICE that process circuit 

elements use the linked lists pointed to by the table
LOCATE. The subroutines BJT, JFET, DIODE, and MOSFET 
represent subroutines in SPICE that only handle one type 
of circuit element for which they are so named. As a
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result this project took one general approach when 
parallelizing the device handler routines. This involved 
multitasking the code in such a way that the circuit 
elements defined in a linked list could be processed in 
parallel. For example, using this strategy if there were 
one hundred MOSFET devices defined in a linked list, then 
one hundred tasks could be created to process each one of 
the devices in parallel. Consequently, the amount of time 
required to process the MOSFET subroutine could be 
significantly reduced after executing it in parallel.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the general code structure 
found in the subroutine BJT. This code is similar for all 
of the device handler subroutines defined in the SPICE 
program. In this example the first BJT device in the 
linked list is accessed from the table LOCATE(12) and 
stored in the integer variable IBJT. If the value of this 
location is equal to zero, then there are no BJT devices 
in the linked list to process. At such a time the 
subroutine would return control to its calling subroutine.

The BJT devices in this subroutine are each handled 
identically, only the data associated with them is 
different. Three stages occur when handling any type of 
circuit element. In the first stage the data associated 
with the circuit element is unloaded from its record
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{ Process BJT devices }
IBJT=LOCATE(12)
WHILE (IBJT.NE.O) DO

{ Unload Data associated with circuit device 
from its record offset in the array VALUE }

VAL1=VALUE(IBJT+0FFSET1)
VAL2 =VALUE(IBJT+OFFSET2)

VALN=VALUE(IBJT+OFFSETN)
{ Use gathered data for numerical computations 
associated with the circuit element }

CAL1= • * •
CAL2= e e *

CALM= * * •
{ Update associated locations in coefficient 
matrix with numerical computations. Note 
that the coefficient matrix also resides 
in the VALUE array }

VALUE(IBJT+J0FFSET1)=CAL1 
VALUE(IBJT+J0FFSET2)=CAL2

VALUE(IBJT+JOFFESTM)=CALM
{ Get pointer to the next BJT device within 
the BJT linked list }

IBJT=NODPLC(IBJT)
ENDWHILE
RETURN
END

Figure 5.3 General Device Handler Routine
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definition from the linked list. In the second stage this 
data is used to gather further information about the 
circuit element and is also used in the various 
computations associated with the circuit element. 
Finally, the results of the computations are stored into 
the coefficient matrix.

5.4 Multitasking the Device Handler Routines
Parallelizing the device handler routines involved 

spinning off each individual circuit element defined in 
the linked lists as a task to be processed in parallel. 
This strategy worked particularly well for these 
subroutines, and through a succession of evolutionary 
steps were made to execute very effectively in parallel.

The basic code structure in each of the device handler 
routines is illustrated in figure 5.3. In this case, the 
parallelization is accomplished by treating the WHILE loop 
in this code like a DO GLOBAL loop. Each iteration of the 
loop will comprise a task to be executed in parallel. The 
difficulties arise from the numerous data dependencies 
that are created from this scheme that link the iterations 
of the loop together. The most apparent data dependencies 
occur when each task (or iteration) is assigned a circuit 
element to be processed, and when each task updates the 
coefficient matrix after processing the circuit element.
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These data dependencies can be traced directly to the 
variables I BJT and VALUE. This was discovered after 
performing an analysis of the code to determine any data 
dependencies that could occur between the variables and 
tasks of this code.

Two critical regions of code were identified in these 
subroutines as having data dependencies that required 
resolution. The first critical region involved that area 
of code which updates the real-value array VALUE. This 
area of code stores the numerical contributions of the 
circuit element into the coefficient matrix of the circuit 
model. The data dependencies occur when two or more tasks 
try to reference and update identical entry locations in 
the coefficient matrix.

If two or more tasks are processing circuit elements 
that are directly connected to one another, then it is 
possible for these tasks to update the same matrix 
locations. By doing so inconsistencies in the code could 
occur that would invalidate the matrix coefficient values. 
Therefore, it is necessary to protect this section of code 
by guarding it from parallel execution.

The second critical region involves that segment of 
code in the subroutines which locates a circuit element in 
the linked list for processing. Each iteration in the
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WHILE loop in figure 5.3 has the final duty of locating 
the next circuit element in the linked list so that the 
succeeding iteration can process it. This is not 
desirable if the loop is to be multitasked. It would mean 
that the tasks in the subroutine would essentially be 
computed sequentially.

The preferable approach is to pre-determine all of the 
work that can be done by each task so that none of the 
tasks will be forced to wait during execution. There were 
two strategies taken in this project to resolve this 
problem. The first involved locating and storing the 
pointer values of all the records in the linked list into 
a very large array. This was done so that each of the 
tasks could immediately reference this array and be 
assigned work without having to wait on some other prior 
event. The second strategy involved treating the linked 
as a list itself. In this manner each of the tasks could 
"pop off" work to be done from the linked list without 
having to wait on any other task to pre-determine the work 
that it should perform. These two strategies both were 
implemented in the device handler routines and are 
discussed in the following sections of this chapter.
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5.4.1 The Array Strategy
The initial attempt at multitasking the device handler 

routines involved locating and storing the pointer values 
of all the circuit elements being processed into a very 
large array. This was done for each of the linked lists 
in the device handler subroutines. Figure 5.4 
illustrates this strategy in relation to the code of 
figure 5.3. For every circuit element stored in the 
linked list of BJT devices there is an associated pointer 
to that device. Each pointer is successively retrieved 
and copied into the integer array IBJTS. As a result, when 
the subroutine is processed in parallel each task will be 
given a unique pointer from this array to a circuit 
element that requires processing. Consequently, all of 
the work to be done by this subroutine will be prepared 
for the tasks beforehand, eliminating the associated idle 
time for this subroutine.

Figure 5.5 illustrates how this scheme can be 
interfaced into the code of figure 5.3 using the CRAY 
microtasking directives. The first control structure 
(i.e., the code surrounded by the PROCESS - END PROCESS 
microtasking directives) loads the array IBJTS with the 
pointer values to the circuit elements records contained 
in the linked list. At the same time a count of the
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{ Pre-load the array IBJTS with the 
circuit element pointers }

NM_BJTS=0
IBJT_PTR=LOCATE(12)
WHILE (IBJT_PTR.NE.O) DO 

NM_BJT=NM_BJT+1 
IBJTS(NM_BJTS)=IBJT_PTR 
IBJT_PTR=VALUE (IBJT_PTR) 

ENDWHILE

DO 100 IDEV = 1, NM_BJTS

{ Get a BJT device to process } 
IBJT=IBJTS(IDEV)

{ Process the BJT device >

100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END

Figure 5.4 Pre-Loading Pointer Array
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CMIC$ PROCESS
{ Pre-load circuit pointer array IBJTS > 

NM_BJTS=0
IBJT_PTR=LOCATE(12)
WHILE (IBJT_PTR.NE.0) DO 

NM_BJTS=NM_BJTS+1 
IBJTS(NM_BJTS)=IBJT_PTR 
IBJT_PTR=VALUE(IBJT_PTR)

ENDWHILE
CMIC$ END PROCESS
{ Spin off each BJT device as a task to be 
performed in parallel with all the other 
BJT devices }

CMIC$ DO GLOBAL
DO 100 IDEV = 1, NM_BJTS

IBJT = IBJTS(IDEV)

( Update associated locations in the VALUE 
array with numerical computations of device.
Protect the following segment of code 
from parallel execution }

CMIC$ GUARD 1
VALUE(IBJT+JOFFSET1)=CAL1 
VALUE(IBJT+JOFFSET2)=CAL2

VALUE(IBJT+JOFFESTM)=CALM 
CMIC$ END GUARD 1
100 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END

Figure 5.5 Microtasked Device Handler Routines
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number of circuit elements is kept. This value is later 
used to spin off the correct number of tasks within the 
DO GLOBAL control structure. Note that the "PROCESS - 
END PROCESS” control structure of this code consists of 
only one task, so the work within it is computed 
sequentially. This is done because the variables IBJTS 
and NM_BJTS are shared variables, and must be protected 
against invalid data processing during parallel execution.

The next control structure (i.e., the code encompassed 
by the DO GLOBAL loop) spins off the circuit elements as 
tasks during parallel execution. The code within this 
structure is very similar to the code which is contained 
in the WHILE loop of figure 5.3. The main difference is 
that now the pointer values to each circuit element are 
accessed first at the beginning of each iteration from the 
array IBJTS. Also, guards were placed around that segment 
which updates the VALUE array for each circuit element. 
As a result the data dependencies that are present in the 
WHILE loop of figure 5.3 were resolved.

This scheme has only one minor flaw. It is never 
known before run-time the number of circuit elements that 
will compose a circuit model. Since the array IBJTS must 
be statically declared in size it is very possible to 
overflow this array with circuit elements. In other words
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it is plausible that there could be more circuit elements 
that require processing than locations in the array IBJTS 
to hold them. Therefore, enough logic must be placed in 
the code so that no circuit element is neglected due to 
overflow. An updated version resolving this problem is 
given in figure 5.6. In this example the circuit elements 
are processed in waves, where each wave is less than or 
equal to the size of the array IBJTS. Subsequently, the 
array IBJTS can be continually loaded with new waves of 
circuit elements to be processed in parallel until all of 
the devices in the linked list have been processed.

This strategy used to multitask the device handler 
routines is now logically correct. However, it creates 
inefficiencies when processed in parallel. These 
inefficiencies are a direct result of the interfaces that 
were placed in this code for parallel execution. The fact 
that the array IBJTS cannot be dynamically controlled 
from run to run inhibits the amount of parallel work that 
can be done in these subroutines. It is important to note 
that a multitasked subroutine is most efficient when the 
idle CPU time for each processor is minimized. By keeping 
each of the processors continually busy, the associated 
idle time can be reduced. In the example of figure 5.6 
there are several areas in the code that create idle time
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{ Set up IBJTS() with first BJT device in list }
CMIC$ PROCESS

IBJTS (IARRAY__SIZE) = LOCATE (12)
CMIC$ END PROCESS
{ Process BJT devices in *IARRAY_SIZE* waves }

DO 200 K = 1, NM_BJTS, IARRAY_SIZE 
CMIC$ PROCESS
{ Pre-load k-th wave of BJT devices into IBJTS() ) 

NM_BJTS = 0
IBJT_PTR = IBJTS(IARRAY_SIZE)
WHILE ((IBJT_PTR.NE.O).AND.
& (NM_BJTS.LE.IARRAY_SIZE)) DO

NM_BJTS = NM_BJTS+1 
IBJTS(NM_BJTS) = IBJT_PTR 
IBJT_PTR = VALUE(IBJT_PTR)

ENDWHILE
CMIC$ END PROCESS
( Spin off k-th wave of BJT devices in parallel } 
CMIC$ DO GLOBAL

DO 100 IDEV = 1, NM_BJTS

100 CONTINUE
{ SET UP NEXT WAVE OF BJT DEVICES }
CMIC$ PROCESS

IBJTS(IARRAY_SIZE) = VALUE(IBJTS(IARRAY_SIZE) 
CMIC$ END PROCESS
200 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END

Figure 5.6 Revised Version of Device Handler Routine
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for the processors. These areas involved those control 
structures that handle the array IBJTS.

There are four control structures in the example given 
in figure 5.6. The first, second, and fourth handle the 
array IBJTS and perform the duty of loading it with 
circuit element pointers. These three control structures 
each consists of only one task. This was done in order to 
protect the shared variables used in this code from being 
referenced and updated in parallel. These three control 
structures force all but one of the CPUs idle, so that the 
associated work in them is performed sequentially.

This strategy is particularly inefficient if the array 
IBJTS is being continually reloaded with new waves of 
circuit elements. Every time this happens three of the 
processors have to be forced idle until the array is re
loaded. Although the work performed in these three control 
structures appears nominal, the associated overhead is 
not. Furthermore, it is not particularly desirable to be 
constantly shifting back and forth from a sequential mode 
to a parallel mode within a microtasked subroutine. This 
is because the sequential work can only be performed using 
one processor. As a result the other processors will be 
forced idle until the sequential work is complete. For 
these reasons a new approach was taken to parallelize the
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device handler routines in order to reduce idle CPU time.

5.4.2 The List Strategy
The second strategy to parallelize the device handler 

routines took into account the basic need to process 
circuit elements more dynamically. The sole intention was 
to interface a parallel driver into these codes that could 
effectively minimize idle CPU time. As a result a driver 
was created that could handle any number of circuit 
elements quickly and efficiently.

Since the circuit elements are stored in a sequential 
chain (i.e., a linked list), in a sense they must be 
accessed sequentially. Each circuit element can be popped 
off from the linked list one at a time to be processed in 
parallel with those elements already off the list. In 
order to achieve this a global variable had to be created 
that could maintain the value of the current "top" of the 
list. In reality this variable will simply point to some 
circuit element contained in the linked list. Those 
circuit elements above this one will have already been 
processed, and those below it will be waiting to be 
processed. So when a task needs to be assigned a circuit 
element in the linked list, it will simply "pop off" the 
current circuit element pointed to by the top of the list. 
It will then set the top of the list to point to the next
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circuit element in that linked list for the next task. 
Since the top of the list has to be known by all of the 
tasks in the code, the variable maintaining it must be 
shared. Therefore, the code manipulating the list will 
have to be protected against parallel execution.

Two basic changes were made to adjust the code in 
figure 5.3 for parallel execution. First, the WHILE loop 
was replaced with a DO GLOBAL loop. Each iteration in the 
DO GLOBAL loop represents a task that processes a unique 
circuit element. The number of iterations in this loop is 
controlled by a prior count of the circuit elements 
contained in the linked list.

Second, the manipulation of the circuit elements, 
shown in figure 5.7, is now controlled by the two 
variables IBJT_GLB and IBJT_LOC. The variable IBJT_GLB is 
declared to be a global variable, and hence will be 
considered as a "shared” variable among the operating 
tasks. This means that there will be only one data 
location representing the variable IBJT_GLB. This data 
location can be accessed and updated by all of the 
executing tasks within the microtasked subroutine. On the 
other hand the variable IBJT_LOC is declared local, and 
hence is a "private" variable with respect to each task.

This means that there will be numerous data locations



Process all BJT devices in parallel using the 
DO GLOBAL control structure with the prior 
count of the BJT devices stored in NM_BJTS >
CMIC$ DO GLOBAL

DO 100 IDEV=1,NM_BJTS
{ Get a BJT device to work with }
CMIC$ GUARD 2
{ Update "top" of list pointer >

IF (IDEV.EQ.1) THEN 
IBJT_GLB=LOCATE(12)

ELSE
IBJT GLB=VALUE(IBJT GLB)

ENDIF
{ Assign current BJT device to the task } 

IBJT_LOC=IBJT_GLB 
CMIC$ END GUARD 2

{ Process BJT Device }

100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END

Figure 5.7 Second Parallel Strategy
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representing this variable, where each task will have its 
own copy to reference and update. Moreover, no two tasks 
will ever be allowed to reference or update the others 
value of IBJT_LOC. This ability to create shared and 
private variables in a microtasked subroutine was the 
basis of the new driver that parallelized the device 
handler routines.

There is a small amount of idle CPU time generated by 
this strategy. Namely, it is the time a task must wait 
before entering the guarded region of code to be assigned 
a circuit element for processing. However, this time is 
nominal and should only be associated with the first four 
tasks spun off for parallel execution. Afterwards, the 
processors are staggered so that no two processors ever 
complete or start a task concurrently. This staggering 
effect is very important in the minimization of idle CPU 
time in the device handler routines.

5.4.3 Staggering the Processors
Suppose the linked list processed by the code in 

figure 5.7 contained a large quantity of BJT devices to be 
processed. As the subroutine is staged in for execution, 
the code will attempt to access the four processors of the 
system. These four processors will immediately be 
assigned to the first four tasks available in the
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DO GLOBAL loop. These tasks will be assigned to the first 
four BJT devices in the linked list to be processed, 
respectively. This will occur in four successive stages. 
These stages will constitute the staggering effect in the 
device handler routines.

In the first stage one of the tasks will immediately 
enter the guarded region of code, while the other three 
are forced idle. Here the task entering this guarded 
region of code will be assigned to the first BJT device in 
the linked list for processing. Afterwards, it will leave 
this guarded region of code and will begin processing its 
BJT device. At this time a second task will enter the 
guarded region and be assigned the second circuit element 
in the linked list. Consequently, only two tasks of the 
four will still remain idle. Similarly, as the second 
task leaves the critical region a third will enter it and 
be assigned to the third circuit element in the linked 
list. By this time the first task will be well into 
processing its circuit element, while the second task will 
have just begun. Eventually the fourth task will enter 
the critical region, and be assigned its circuit element 
for processing.

This results in four tasks being in four distinct 
stages throughout the code. When the first task finally
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terminates the associated processor will branch back up to 
the top of the DO GLOBAL loop and be assigned another task 
to be performed. It is expected at this time neither of 
the three other tasks will be ready to terminate. 
Therefore, only one task will need to enter the guarded 
region of code to be assigned to a circuit element. 
Consequently, the first task will enter this region of 
code and be assigned to the fifth circuit element in the 
linked list without delay. Because the processors have 
become staggered throughout the code, this should be the 
case for every additional task created after this one. 
Therefore, no processor should ever be forced idle again 
when being assigned to a circuit element. Hence, the 
associated CPU idle time of this strategy will be 
negligible when processed in a parallel environment.

5.4.4 Fine Tuning The Parallel Driver
A final evaluation of this driver was made in order to 

further reduce any other overhead associated with 
multitasking. Only one other aspect was attacked. This 
concerned the numerous tasks that were each being assigned 
to process only a single circuit element. The better
approach was assign several circuit elements to each task. 
This would have the effect of reducing the amount of 
overhead required to create an unnecessary number of
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tasks in this code.
Undoubtedly, the most optimal approach here is to 

create four tasks and divide the work among them 
accordingly. Recall that the CRAY-XMP/48 only has four 
processors. So at most four tasks can operate 
concurrently. Therefore, if only four tasks are created, 
then the associated overhead is minimized. These 
modifications were easily interfaced into the code and are 
illustrated in figure 5.8. The DO GLOBAL loop now 
contains only four iterations for the four tasks to be 
created. Also, another loop was introduced into the code 
so that the tasks can step through the linked list, each 
processing circuit elements, until all of the devices in 
the particular linked list are processed. Thereafter, the 
code of figure 5.8 remains essentially the same as that of 
figure 5.7.

This was the final version of code that was interfaced 
into the subroutines BJT, JFET, DIODE, and MOSFET. It was 
the product of several evolutionary attempts at 
parallelizing these subroutines, and proved to be very 
effective in practice. Comparative timings using these 
routines are given in chapter seven.
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{ Process all BJT devices in parallel using the DO- 
GLOBAL control structure. Create four tasks, where 
each task processes *NM_BJTS/4* BJT devices }

IFLAG — 0
CMIC$ DO GLOBAL

DO 200 IDEV = 1, 4
100 CONTINUE
{ Get a BJT device to work with }
CMIC$ GUARD 2

IF (IFLAG.EQ.O) THEN 
IBJT_GLB = LOCATE(12)
IFLAG = 1 

ENDIF
{ Update "top" of list pointer )

IF (IBJT_GBL.EQ.0) THEN 
GOTO 200 

ELSE
IBJT_GLB = NODPLC(IBJT_GLB)

ENDIF
{ Assign current BJT device to the task } 

IBJT_LOC = IBJT_GLB 
CMIC$ END GUARD 2 
{ Process BJT Device }

GOTO 100 
200 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END

Figure 5.8 Final Version of Device Handler Routines
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CHAPTER SIX - MULTITASKING THE L/U DECOMPOSITION METHOD
6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the methods used to parallelize 
the subroutine DCDCMP. This subroutine performs the 
L/U decomposition of a matrix using the factorization 
method associated with Doolittle. [12] This subroutine is 
called repetitively during the Newton-Raphson method to 
solve the linearized coefficient matrices representing the 
inputed circuit model. It can contribute to more than 25 
percent of the program's total execution time, so the 
subroutine DCDCMP appeared to be a good target for 
parallelization in this project.

6.2 Preliminary Considerations
Several issues had to be considered before 

parallelizing the L/U decomposition method. The first 
involved the data structure of the coefficient matrix 
being factorized. This matrix is extremely sparse. 
Usually over 90% of the entries in this matrix are zeros. 
If the matrix is large, then storing many zero entries can 
be a waste of memory. Typically, to save on memory only 
the nonzero entries of the sparse matrix are stored. In 
SPICE a data structure has been created so that the 
nonzero entries are stored along with their relative 
positions in the matrix. If the matrix location MAT(i,j)
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is not equal to zero, then its value and the values "i" 
and "j” are stored as an entry in this data structure. If 
the matrix location is equal to zero then it is not stored 
in this data structure. Also, the row and column pointer 
tables to the coefficient matrix are stored in this data 
structure. These pointer values are used to reference the 
various locations in the matrix.

The second issue involved the methods used to reduce 
the number of fill-ins generated in the coefficient matrix 
of the circuit model. Zero entries are not used in the 
computations to factorize the coefficient matrix, because 
a zero value in a multiplication or division step will 
always result in an answer of zero. Consequently, if an 
effort is made to keep the number of nonzero entries in a 
matrix low, then the number of computations required to 
factorize the matrix will also be kept low.

One method used to keep the generation of fill-ins low 
involves a reordering technique of the matrix before 
factorization. The idea is to place those rows and 
columns that can generate the most fill-ins towards the 
bottom of the matrix, and those that generate the least 
fill-ins towards the top of the matrix. SPICE uses the 
Markowitz reordering algorithm to minimize the number of 
fill-ins generated during factorization. [12][21] Since
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it is costly to reorder the matrix, the Markowitz 
algorithm is only called a few times throughout the course 
of the program run. Typically, it is the initial step for 
each electrical analysis performed upon the circuit model. 
It is invoked before the first call to the subroutine 
DCDCMP. After this initial call is made, further calls to 
the subroutine DCDCMP should not generate any more 
fill-ins in the coefficient matrix.

6.3 Parallel Pivoting
There exist several algorithms that perform the 

L/U decomposition method. The general factorization 
method used in SPICE is illustrated in figure 6.1. At 
each step in this algorithm a new pivot element is chosen 
to further factorize the matrix A where each step 
constitutes an iteration in the outer DO loop. For any 
given step "i” this pivot element is usually the diagonal 
element a^. This pivot element is then used in the 
factorization steps for the reduced matrix A[j:N,j:N], 
where j=i+l and N equals the number of rows and columns of 
the matrix A.

A number of strategies have been presented to 
parallelize the L/U decomposition method when factoring
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{ Factor the matrix A into the product of L*U. 
Store the factored matrices L and U back into 
the memory locations set up for the matrix A.
Each iteration of the outer DO-loop represents 
a "pivot" in this algorithm. The associated 
pivot element for each iteration is the diagonal 
element *A[I,I]*. >

DO 30 1=1,N
DO 20 J=I+1,N

A[J,I]=A[J,I]/A[I,I]
DO 10 K=I+1,N

A[J,K]=A[J,K]-A[J,I]*A[I,K] 
10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

Figure 6.1 General L/U Decomposition Method
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sparse matrices. Such strategies have been developed by 
Duff [15], Calahan [16], Wing and Haung [17][18], Jess and 
Kees [19], and Peters [20]. These strategies were all 
investigated by Alaghband in her doctorial thesis 
concerning the parallelization of the L/U decomposition 
method. [21] This paper will focus on the "parallel 
pivoting" strategy as presented by Alaghband. A number 
of modifications to this strategy were made in order to 
fit the research conducted in this project.

The parallel pivoting strategy suggests that under 
certain conditions multiple pivots (i.e., iterations in 
the outer DO loop of figure 6.1) can be processed in 
parallel. Such pivots are said to be "compatible" with 
one another. Groups of compatible pivots are clustered 
together into sets, known as compatible pivot sets. These 
sets are processed sequentially with respect to each 
other. However, the pivots contained in each set will be 
processed in parallel.

Each pivot in the algorithm of figure 6.1 has 
associated a pivot element that it processes. Throughout 
the discussion a pivot will be identified by the pivot 
element that it processes. In fact, it is the pivot 
element in each pivot that determines compatibility. 
Subsequently, it is the pivot elements that are said to be
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compatible with one another instead of the pivots 
themselves.

Determining whether two pivot elements are compatible 
or not involves a simple test. Two pivot elements a ^  and 
ajj are said to be compatible if the corresponding matrix 
values a^j and aj^ are both equal to zero. "In other 
words, during elimination, row j is not involved in the 
elimination process taking place for pivot element a^, 
and row i is not involved in the elimination process for 
ajj". [21, pp. 2] So if both pivot elements a ^  and ajj 
remain undisturbed by the other, then the associated 
pivots can be processed concurrently. However, several 
issues have to be considered before processing two or more 
pivots in parallel.

The first issue involves the ordering of compatible 
pivot elements within the matrix. Before a set of pivots 
can be processed in parallel, the matrix must be reordered 
such that the associated pivot elements reside in direct 
succession from one another on the diagonal. For example, 
suppose a^i and ajj are compatible pivot elements making 
up some compatible pivot set. If i < j, then the row and 
column containing the matrix entry ajj must be swapped so 
that this entry can be re-located to the matrix position 
a^+1^ +1. Likewise, if i > j, then a ^  must be swapped to
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position aj+i^j+i- Therefore, both pivot elements would 
be positioned in direct succession on the diagonal.

Ignoring this step can lead to an incorrect 
factorization of the coefficient matrix. In the 
sequential case it would be as if pivots were being 
performed totally at random. Therefore, it must always 
appear as if the pivots are being processed in the order 
that their respective pivot elements appear on the 
diagonal. For example, the set of compatible pivot 
elements { a ^ , ai+ifi+i* ai+2 , i+2 ' • • • ) can only be 
processed after the pivot elements {a11# a^^,.., 
have been processed. If the order was mixed, then the 
factored upper and lower triangular matrices, L and U, 
would become numerically incorrect and unacceptable for 
evaluation.

The second issue involves matrix updating. When two 
or more pivots are processed in parallel, each will update 
all matrix locations in the reduced matrix below the 
compatible pivots. As previously discussed data 
dependencies occur when multiple tasks concurrently 
reference and update the same variable location. 
Therefore, precautions must be taken so that no two pivots 
ever attempt to simultaneously update the same matrix 
location. [21]
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Another issue pertains to the formation of the 
compatible pivot sets. If two pivot elements a ^  and ajj 
are compatible, then the respective matrix locations a^j 
and a j ̂  must both equal zero. Moreover, if a ^  is 
compatible with ajj, then it can be shown that ajj is 
compatible with a^. Therefore, the relationship between 
compatible pivots is reflexive as well as symmetric. 
However, the compatible relationship is not necessarily 
transitive. [21] Suppose a ^  is compatible with ajj, and 
ajj is compatible with a%%, this does not imply that a ^  
is compatible with a%%. Only if the matrix locations a ^  
and a%i are both equal to zero will a^^ be compatible with 
akk’ consequence of the nontransitivity of the
compatible relation is that it classifies the [pivot] 
elements of a [matrix]... into nondisjoint subsets so that 
all the members of a subset are compatible”. [21, pp. 3] 
In other words the compatible pivot sets that can be 
formed are neither disjoint nor unique. For obvious 
reasons it is necessary to partition the compatible pivot 
elements into disjoint sets so that they can be processed 
in parallel without repetition. Forming compatible pivot 
sets is a critical issue in the parallel pivoting 
strategy. This is further discussed in section 6.5.

The final issue to consider involves fill-ins
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generated as a result of parallel pivoting. Creating 
fill-ins is unavoidable if parallel pivoting strategy is 
to be used in the L/U decomposition method. Recall that 
the Markowitz algorithm is first applied to the 
coefficient matrix to minimize fill-ins that are generated 
from factorization. This ordering will later be disturbed 
when the compatible pivot elements are shuffled into sets 
on the diagonal of the matrix. This will inevitably 
generate fill-ins.

Generating too may fill-ins will degrade any 
performance gains expected from parallel pivoting. For 
example, the best that can be attained by multitasking 
this subroutine is a factor of four speed-up because the 
CRAY has only four processors. However, if four times as 
many nonzero entries are generated by reordering the 
matrix, then four times the computational effort is 
required to factorize this matrix. So in this case no 
gains could ever be expected by multitasking. Therefore, 
it is necessary to control the amount of fill-ins 
generated as a result of parallel pivoting. This is 
perhaps the most important issue to consider when 
parallelizing the pivots in the outer loop of the 
L/U decomposition method.
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6.4 Clustering Compatible Pivot Elements
Several heuristic algorithms have been presented 

concerning the formation of compatible pivot sets. They 
focus primarily on the following three issues: (1)
Maximizing the number of pivot elements per compatible 
set, (2) minimizing the number of compatible sets, and 
(3) controlling the generation of fill-in. [21] The main 
approach taken in this project was to control fill-in. 
Minimizing the number of compatible sets became a second 
priority. The algorithm used in this project was based 
upon observations of data sets used to test the subroutine 
DCDCMP. It turned out to be a good heuristic approach 
that interfaced the parallel pivoting algorithm well into 
the DCDCMP subroutine.

6.4.1 The Basic Clustering Algorithm
The basic algorithm used in the subroutine DCDCMP was 

simple. At each step k, a "base" pivot element a ^  is 
chosen from the given matrix A. This base should be the 
first unprocessed pivot element available on the diagonal 
of the matrix. It will be added as the first entry in the 
compatible pivot set P%. Each successive pivot element 
ajj on the diagonal, for j = i+l,... ,N, will be tested 
against the pivot elements of P% for compatibility. If 
some pivot element a^^ is compatible with all of the
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elements of P%, then it will be added to P% as a new entry 
in this set. When there are no more pivot elements on the 
diagonal to examine, then P% will represent the k-th 
compatible pivot set formed in the given matrix A. 
Figure 6.2 illustrates the pseudo code to accomplish this 
clustering scheme.

This clustering scheme quickly produces disjoint sets 
of compatible pivot elements with very little overhead. 
However, it takes into account none of the issues 
concerning the control of fill-in. Because SPICE uses the 
Markowitz algorithm to minimize fill-ins, it was decided 
to use the results from this algorithm to control fill-ins 
in the parallel pivoting algorithm. The ability to 
achieve this depends upon a general understanding of the 
Markowitz algorithm.

6.4.2 The Markowitz Algorithm
The Markowitz reordering algorithm is used in many 

programs to minimize the generation of fill-ins for sparse 
matrices.

"It is based on the fact that at step k, the 
maximum number of fill-ins generated by choosing 
a; j as a pivot is (r^-l) " (cy-1) . Here r^-l is 
tne number of nonzero elements other than a^j in 
the i-th row of the reduced matrix, and Cj-l is 
the number of nonzero elements other than a^j in 
column j of the reduced matrix. Markowitz selects 
as pivot element at step k the element which
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INITIALIZE(ncmp_sets,0)
WHILE (exists_unprocessed_pivot elements) DO

INCREMENT(nemp sets,1)
INITIALIZE(ncompatibles,1)
GET_FIRST_UNPROCESSED_PIVOT(index)
ADDTO_COMP_SET(matrix_A,index,nemp sets,ncompatibles) 
FOR i = (index+1) TO (MATRIX_SIZE(matrix_A)) DO 

INITIALIZE(j,l)
INITIALIZE(not_compatible,false)
WHILE ((not compatible = false) AND

(j dev <= ncompatibles)) DO
IF ( COMPATIBLE (matr ix__A [i,i] , matr ix__A [j, j]) )

THEN BET(not compatible,true)
ELSE INCREMENT(j,1)

END-WHILE-LOOP
IF ( EQUAL(not_compatible,false) ) THEN

SET(k,index+ncompatibles)
SWAP (matrix_A[ j , j ] ,matrix__A[k, k] )
INCREMENT(ncompatibles,1)
ADDTO_COMP(matrix_A,k,ncmp_sets,ncompatibles) 

END-IF 
END-FOR-LOOP 

END-WHILE-LOOP

PARALLEL_PIVOT(matrix_A,ncmp sets)

Figure 6.2 General Clustering Algorithm
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minimizes (r^-1) " (cy-1) . The product (r^-1) • (cj-l) 
is the Markowitz number of the element at
step k. [21, pp. 7]

To get an understanding of this, suppose a given 
matrix A was reordered using the Markowitz Algorithm. Let 
aii anc* ajj be two pivot elements selected at random from 
A, where i f j . If i < j, then it can be shown that the 
pivot element ajj will have a greater chance of generating 
fill-ins if it were located at the matrix position a ^  in 
comparison to pivot element a^. This is based on the 
fact that at step "i" in the Markowitz algorithm the 
Markowitz number for pivot element ajj will be greater 
than or equal to the Markowitz number for pivot element 
a^. Therefore, it is more desirable to place pivot 
element a ^  at matrix position a ^  than it would be to 
place pivot element ajj there.

After observing several matrices reordered using the 
Markowitz algorithm some interesting results occurred. 
For the given pivot elements {a^jj i=l,N) in each matrix, 
it was observed that the associated rows containing these 
pivot elements tended to grow more dense as "i" increases. 
This was expected prior to the observations made on the 
coefficient matrices, and reflects the general ordering 
behavior created by the Markowitz algorithm. The results 
of these observations were used as a basis when revising
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the parallel pivoting algorithm to control the generation 
of fill-ins.

6.4.3 Controlling Fill-in
To control the generation of fill-in in the parallel 

pivoting algorithm, the compatible pivot sets were 
limited to a certain size. This strategy of limiting the 
size of the compatible pivot sets also reduced the 
distances over which pivot elements are swapped within the 
matrix. This was important because the further up in the 
matrix a row is swapped the greater the chance it will 
create additional fill-ins. Therefore, by limiting the 
number of pivot elements in the compatible pivot sets and 
by reducing the distances over which pivot elements are 
swapped, the overall generation of fill-in for a 
coefficient matrix is reduced.

Suppose a given matrix A was reordered by the 
Markowitz algorithm. Let {P} represent the collection of 
compatible pivot sets formed by the algorithm given in 
figure 6.2. Also, let represent the first set formed 
in {P}, where P^ contains "q" elements. It can be shown 
that the number of fill-ins generated by this set can be 
reduced simply by reducing the number of elements in that 
set.
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Suppose in the algorithm of figure 6.2 a restriction 
was added limiting each compatible pivot set formed to 
contain no more than "p" elements. In order for this 
restriction to have meaning, "p" must be less than the 
size of the largest set in {P}, where {P> was formed 
without restriction. For all general purposes, let "p” be 
less than "q", where ,,q" is the size of P^ contained in 
{P}. Furthermore, let {P'} represent the collection of 
pivot sets formed under this new restriction, and let P£ 
be the first set formed in {P'). By virtue of the 
algorithm in figure 6.2 it follows that P£ should contain 
the same first "p" pivot elements in P^. So all other 
pivot elements that could have been added into P£ were 
rejected. These rejected pivot elements are the subject 
of investigation.

Each time a pivot element is added into a compatible 
set the algorithm must search further down the matrix to 
find the next. As the algorithm searches further in the 
matrix it has been observed that the associated row and 
column pairs become more dense. Therefore, the further 
away a pivot element becomes in relation to a compatible 
pivot set, the greater the chances that it will generate 
more fill-ins if added into that set. Hence, by limiting 
the sizes of the compatible pivot sets those pivot
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elements with the greatest potential of generating fill- 
ins in a set will be rejected. Consequently, those pivot 
elements that were rejected will eventually be swapped 
into other compatible pivot sets that will be closer in 
proximity to them. As a result the number of fill-ins 
generated by them will be reduced, and the number of fill- 
ins generated throughout the entire matrix will also be 
reduced.

The scheme to place an absolute limit size on the 
compatible pivot sets is just one strategy to control the 
generation of fill-in in the parallel pivoting algorithm. 
It is perhaps the simplest and most straight forward 
approach examined.

The strategy implemented in this project deviated upon 
this idea slightly in order to further reduce the 
generation of fill-in. Because the pivot elements located 
towards the top of the matrix affect a greater portion of 
the coefficient, it was decided to restrict these sets 
even more. The approach taken is to allow only a small 
number of pivot elements to belong in the first compatible 
pivot sets formed, then to progressively allow more pivot 
elements to belong in the succeeding sets formed 
thereafter. This restriction will further force those 
pivot elements which have a high chance of generating
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fill-ins to remain at the bottom of the coefficient matrix 
as the compatible pivot sets are formed. Consequently, 
the total number of fill-ins generated from the parallel 
pivoting algorithm will be reduced.

The restrictions used in the performance evaluation of 
the subroutine DCDCMP were made with regards to the number 
of processors on the CRAY. Because there are only four 
processors available, the limit sizes imposed on each 
compatible pivot set were made to be a factor of four. 
The reason for this was that if each compatible pivot set 
attained its maximum number of elements allowed, then an 
equal number of pivot elements could be distributed among 
the processors. As a result, the load placed upon the 
processors will be better balanced during the 
factorization of the coefficient matrix.

For the first compatible pivot set, the limit size was 
set to be four. Thereafter, the limit size of each 
succeeding compatible pivot set was incremented by a 
factor of four. Consequently, for the i-th compatible 
pivot set, P^, the limit size for this set would be 
restricted to a size of "i” times four.

This scheme to control fill-in will not produce 
optimal results. However, it did significantly reduce the 
number of fill-ins for the data sets tested in this
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project. Figure 6.3 illustrates the pseudo code for the 
final parallel pivoting algorithm used in this project. 
There is very little difference between this code and the 
code given in figure 6.2.

6.5 Conclusions
Comparative timings using the parallel pivoting 

strategy are given in chapter seven of this thesis. Also, 
an analysis is given concerning the size limitations 
imposed on the compatible pivot sets. A variety of limits 
were tested and compared against the amount of fill-ins 
they generated.
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INITIALIZE (NCOMPATABLES_LIMIT, 0)
INITIALIZE(ncmp_sets,0)
WHILE (exists_unprocessed_pivot_elements) DO

INCREMENT(NCOMPATABLES_LIMIT,4)
INCREMENT(ncmp_sets,1)
INITIALIZE(ncompatibles,1)
GET_FIRST_UNPROCESSED__PIVOT ( index)
ADDTO_COMP_SET(matrix_A,index,ncmp_sets,ncompatibles) 
INITIALIZE(i,index)
WHILE ((i <= MATRIX_SIZE(matrix_A)) AND

(ncompatibles <= NCOMPATABLES_LIMIT)) DO
INCREMENT(i,l)
INITIALIZE(j,l)
INITIALIZE(not_compatible,false)
WHILE ((not_compatible = false) AND

(jdev <= ncompatibles)) DO
IF ( COMPATIBLE(matrix_A[i,i],matrix_A[j,j]) )

THEN SET(not_compatible,true)
ELSE INCREMENT(j,1)

END-WHILE-LOOP
IF ( EQUAL(not__compatible, false) ) THEN

SET(k,index+ncompatibles)
SWAP(matrix_A[j,j],matrix_A[k,k])
INCREMENT(ncompatibles,1)
ADDTO COMP(matrix_A,k,ncmp_sets,ncompatibles) 

END-IF 
END-WHILE-LOOP 

END-WHILE-LOOP

Figure 6.3 Clustering with Controlled Fill-in
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CHAPTER SEVEN - PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SPICE
7.1 Introduction

A set of test runs were needed to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the parallel subroutines in SPICE. These 
test runs were used to illustrate the various aspects of 
overhead associated with parallelizing these subroutines 
as well as the speed increases achieved from executing 
them in parallel. A preliminary analysis was conducted of 
the subroutine DCDCMP in order to stabilize the parallel 
pivoting algorithm. This was necessary in order to control 
the amount of fill-ins generated from this algorithm 
during parallel execution. The preliminary analysis was 
also used to choose a set of circuit models that would be 
used to drive SPICE during the parallel analysis of its 
microtasked subroutines.

Section 7.2 of this chapter describes the preliminary 
analysis of the parallel pivoting algorithm. It also 
describes the data sets which were selected to drive SPICE 
during its evaluation. Section 7.3 describes the methods 
used to test effectiveness of the parallelized subroutines 
in SPICE. This entails the methods used to measure the 
increases in speed of each subroutine, as well as the 
methods used to measure the overheads incurred on these 
subroutines from parallelization. Finally, section 7.4
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describes the actual test runs conducted on the parallel 
subroutines in SPICE. It describes how well each of these 
subroutines benefited or forfeited from parallelization. 
From these test runs it was possible to evaluate the work 
done to parallelize the SPICE program.

7.2 Evaluating Fill-ins
Some preliminary evaluations were made on the 

microtasked subroutine DCDCMP in order to obtain a general 
understanding of the effect the parallel pivoting 
algorithm would have on the generation of fill-ins. These 
evaluations were conducted on five data sets. Because the 
evaluations were for general purposes, the simpler 
strategy to control fill-in in the parallel pivoting 
algorithm was used. In this strategy an absolute limit 
size is imposed on all of the compatible pivot sets 
formed. Subsequently, to observe the behavior of the data 
sets and the number of fill-ins generated, the limit size 
was varied for each run of the SPICE program.

7.2.1 Evaluating the Parallel Pivoting Algorithm
The first step in this analysis was to observe the 

number of nonzero entries that existed in each of the 
coefficient matrices. These values represented the 
original amounts of fill-in in each coefficient matrix
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before the parallel pivoting algorithm was imposed. They 
were later used as a base value when further fill-ins were 
generated as a result of this algorithm.

The next step in the analysis was to evaluate each 
data set against the parallel pivoting algorithm. By 
fluctuating the limit sizes for the compatible pivot sets, 
variations in the number of fill-ins generated for each 
matrix could be observed.

Table 7.1 and table 7.2 illustrate five data sets used 
to evaluate the parallel pivoting algorithm. For each of 
these data sets a variety of limit sizes were used to 
regulate the compatible pivot sets. As shown in these 
examples, regulating the limit sizes directly influenced 
the number of fill-ins generated and the number of 
compatible pivot sets formed in the coefficient matrices.

In table 7.1 and table 7.2 the first limit size 
imposed on any of the sets was a size of one. The 
corresponding amount of fill-ins shown represents the base 
number of fill-ins generated in the coefficient matrices 
before the parallel pivoting algorithm was used. 
Likewise, the number of compatible pivot sets for the set 
size of one actually represents the number of rows and 
columns in the coefficient matrices. These two values 
were used to compare against the number of fill-ins
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BDATA1 BDATA2
CONST FILL-IN CLUSTERS FILL-IN CLUSTERS

1 532 214 916 411
10 588 34 1090 58
15 574 28 1109 43
20 574 25 1120 38
25 650 25 1350 37
30 596 23 1121 33
35 586 22 1143 32

Table 7.1 (a) Pre-Analysis of BDATA1 & BDATA2

BJTADDER
CONST FILL-IN CLUSTERS

1 1230 898
10 1585 98
15 1604 69
20 1656 56
25 1630 43
30 1696 39
35 1776 37

Table 7.1 (b) Pre-Analysis of BJTADDER
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CONST
1
2
3
4
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35

108

BDATA3 
FILL-IN CLUSTERS

450 341

714
649
740
749

1003
1210

42
31
26
23
22
31

MOSADDER
FILL-IN CLUSTERS

106
136
156
146
186
236
248

179
89
62
45
37
23
18

Table 7.2 Pre-Analysis of BDATA3 & MOSADDER
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generated by the parallel pivoting algorithm when absolute 
limits sizes were imposed on the compatible pivot sets.

The remaining limit sizes in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 were 
actual values used in the parallel pivoting algorithm. 
These limit sizes had to be large enough so that enough 
work could be done in parallel within each compatible 
pivot set to make parallel pivoting beneficial. For these 
data sets a lower bound of ten for the limit sizes seemed 
reasonable. Each succeeding limit size was then increased 
by an increment of five. This was done in order to obtain 
the general behavior of each data set tested in the 
parallel pivoting algorithm.

In the first data set tested, BDATA1, the least amount 
of fill-in occurred when the compatible pivot sets were 
limited to a size of 15 and 20. In this case a fill-in of 
574 nonzero entries occurred for both sets. And the number 
of compatible pivot sets formed for each set was 28 and 
25, respectively. On the other hand the smallest number of 
compatible pivot sets occurred when the compatible pivot 
sets were limited to a size of 35. In this case only 22 
sets were formed, generating a fill-in of 586 nonzero 
entries. In comparison the limit size used in the second 
case appears to be the better choice. By allowing only 12 
more nonzero entries in the coefficient matrix three
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compatible pivot sets could be eliminated. This trade off 
seems to be worth while since it increases the amount of 
parallel work that can be done when factoring the 
coefficient matrix.

The next two data sets were evaluated in a similar 
fashion. For BDATA2 and BJTADDER the limit sizes of 30 
and 25, respectively, appeared to be the optimum choice. 
These three data sets showed similar patterns of behavior 
in the parallel pivoting algorithm. In this sense they all 
appeared to adjust well as a result of the matrix 
reorderings by keeping the generation of fill-in low. 
However, for the last two data sets tested this was not 
the case. They seemed to generate enormous amounts of 
fill-ins in comparison to the original, even when smaller 
limit sizes were used.

As an example, in table 7.2 the least amount of fill- 
in generated in BDATA3 was for the limit size of 15. At 
this setting there were 649 fill-ins produced, which 
equates to over 30 percent more fill-ins as opposed to the 
original 450 fill-ins generated for this matrix. The data 
set BDATA3 generated even more fill-ins as a result of the 
parallel pivoting algorithm. For a limit size of just 
five the number of fill-ins for this matrix increased by 
over 43 percent. Furthermore, when a limit size of ten
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was used the number of fill-ins increased by over 120 
percent.

The results of these evaluations indicated that the
two data sets BOATA3 and MOSADDER were not well suited for
parallelization. They also indicated that the parallel 
pivoting algorithm is not generally suitable for all data 
sets. Consequently, it may be useful to employ the 
parallel pivoting algorithm on some data sets, while 
employing another strategies that parallelize the 
L/U decomposition method on other data sets.

7.2.2 Choosing the Test Data Sets
Two data sets were chosen to test the parallel

performances of parallel subroutines in SPICE. These data 
sets required the use of the microtasked subroutines 
DCDCMP, DIODE, and BJT. The other two device handler
routines JFET and MOSFET were not required in the analysis 
of these circuit models.

The two data sets selected were BJTADDER and BDATA3 as 
described in table 7.1 and 7.2. These data sets were 
chosen for two basic reasons. First, each generated a 
fairly large coefficient matrix that represented its 
circuit model. This was important so that enough work 
could be provided to the parallel pivoting algorithm in 
order to best demonstrate its behavior. The data set
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BJTADDER had a coefficient matrix that contained 898 rows 
and columns, and the data set BDATA3 had a coefficient 
matrix that contained 341 rows and columns. These 
matrices appeared to be sufficiently large to evaluate the 
parallel pivoting algorithm. Furthermore, BJTADDER 
contained a good mixture and large quantity of semi
conductor devices, having 360 BJT devices and 216 DIODE 
devices in its circuit model. Of all the data sets 
examined, only BJTADDER contained more than one type of 
semi-conductor device. As a result it was chosen as the 
primary source to test the parallel subroutines in SPICE.

7.3 Methods of Evaluation
Three basic issues were addressed during the 

performance analysis of SPICE. The first issue involved 
the additional overhead introduced into the microtasked 
subroutines as a result of code restructuring. This type 
of overhead was designated as the "explicit” overhead 
introduced into the code. The second issue involved the 
additional overhead induced into the code as a result of 
the microtasking libraries. This type of overhead was 
alternatively designated to be the "implicit" overhead of 
the code. The final issue involved the actual parallel 
performances of the microtasked subroutines. These issues 
were all important when determining the effectiveness of
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the individual microtasked subroutines in SPICE.

7.3.1 Determining Explicit Overhead
Determining the cost of revising the various 

subroutines in SPICE is critical. This encompasses the 
preliminary work needed to set up a subroutine for 
parallel execution. An example of this is the parallel 
pivoting algorithm of the subroutine DCDCMP. The explicit 
overhead in this subroutine involves the additional work 
needed to reorder the coefficient matrix in order to form 
compatible pivot sets. It also involves the additional 
cost of processing the fill-ins generated by these sets. 
For any microtasked subroutine it is crucial to keep this 
overhead at a minimum.

The explicit overhead for a subroutine is determined 
by comparing the microtasked version of the code against 
its original counter part. Each subroutine is executed 
sequentially, and a comparison is made between their 
execution times. The difference in execution times will 
represent the explicit overhead for the parallel version 
of the subroutine. It is not unusual for this value to 
take on negative values. In such a case the new version 
of the subroutine has been optimized in such a way that it 
executes better than its original counter part. 
Consequently, this new version of code can be used to
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benefit both the parallel and sequential versions of the 
program at hand. It is not expected that such an event 
will occur with any of the microtasked subroutines in 
SPICE because there is visibly more work to be done by 
these subroutines than by their original counter parts.

7.3.2 Determining Implicit Overhead
Determining the cost of using the microtasking 

libraries of the CRAY is also an important issue when 
examining the performances of the parallel routines in 
SPICE. This is known as the implicit overhead of a 
microtasked program. It is generated by calling the 
microtasking libraries of the system during parallel 
execution. These calls involve the computations needed to 
acquire the multiple processors of the system, to create 
the numerous tasks for the processors, and to synchronize 
the tasks during data and message exchanges. The overhead 
generated by these calls can have a profound effect on the 
performance of any microtasked program.

The implicit overhead generated by a program is 
determined by comparing the sequential and parallel 
execution times of the parallel version of the program. 
For the parallel run only one CPU is used. This is done 
in order to simulate the sequential run of the program. 
By doing this only the additional overhead of the
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microtasking libraries will introduced be into the 
parallel run of the code. The difference in these 
execution times will represent the implicit overhead 
generated by the microtasked subroutines.

7.3.3 Determining Increases In Speed
Determining the effectiveness of parallelizing the 

subroutines in SPICE was the major concern in this 
analysis. It demonstrates how well each subroutine 
adapted for parallel execution. The method used to show 
this was done by steadily increasing the total number of 
processors available to the microtasked subroutines from 
run to run. This provided the means to measure speed 
increases associated with each of the subroutines.

The approach taken in this analysis was to increase 
the number of processors available to the program by a 
factor of two for each run. Since the CRAY has a total of 
four processors then only three runs will be required for 
each of the data sets used to test SPICE. The first run 
will have available one processor, the second run will 
have two, and the third run will have four. Consequently, 
the limit on the speed-up that can be attained by any 
microtasked subroutine will be a factor of four. Any 
subroutine approaching this level of speed-up within a
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reasonable tolerance level will be considered as a 
subroutine that was adapted well for parallelization.

7.4 Evaluating SPICE In Parallel
This section describes in detail the timing 

performances of the microtasked subroutines interfaced 
into the SPICE program. Two data sets were used to drive 
SPICE during these investigations. These were the data 
sets BJTADDER and BDATA3 as described earlier in 
section 7.2. The timing performances took into account 
the explicit overhead, the implicit overhead, and the 
speed-increases associated with the parallelization of 
this code. The results of these tests were found to be 
favorable in some cases and unfavorable in other cases.

7.4.1 Observing Explicit Overhead
The explicit overhead associated with SPICE was only 

examined for the microtasked subroutine DCDCMP. This 
subroutine had a significant amount of overhead introduced 
into it due to the inclusion of the parallel pivoting 
algorithm. All the other subroutines examined in SPICE 
had negligible amounts of explicit overhead, and therefore 
were omitted from this type of analysis.

In table 7.3 the explicit overhead generated by DCDCMP 
is illustrated using the input data set BJTADDER. It can
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be seen that the revisions placed into this subroutine 
significantly increased its execution time by almost a 
factor of two. They also greatly influenced the total 
execution time of SPICE itself. In fact it took 23 
percent more time to compute SPICE as opposed to its 
original execution time.

In its present form the microtasked subroutine DCDCMP 
takes almost twice as long to execute in comparison to the 
original run-time for this subroutine. This is an 
extremely large jump in execution time. It can be seen 
that this additional overhead will have a profound effect 
on any of the gains in speed expected by parallelizing it. 
For example, even if this subroutine is found to be 
perfectly suited for parallelization, it would still take 
the efforts of at least two processors to speed the code 
up in order to match the execution time of the original 
subroutine. These results suggest that any gains in speed 
by parallelizing this subroutine may not be forthcoming.

7.4.2 Observing Implicit Overhead
The implicit overhead associated with SPICE was 

examined for both the microtasked subroutines DCDCMP and 
DIODE. Table 7.4 illustrates the implicit overhead 
generated by these subroutines using the input data set 
BJTADDER. The results show higher run-times associated
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DCDCMP

SEQUENTIAL CODE 25.048
(1 CPU SEQUENTIAL)

MODIFIED CODE 48.231
(1 CPU SEQUENTIAL)

EXPLICIT OVERHEAD 23.183
FACTOR OF 1.925

SPEED DECREASE
PERCENT OF 92.255

SPEED DECREASE

SPICE

64.490

84.090

19.600
1.304

23.331

Table 7.3 Explicit Overhead using BJTADDER
(Wall Clock Time Given in Seconds)
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with the microtasked subroutines than what was previously 
expected.

It was earlier noted that the microtasking libraries 
of the CRAY should never increase the execution time of a 
subroutine by more than five percent. However, the runs 
in table 7.4 clearly show increases in execution times 
that exceed this estimation. For the subroutine DCDCMP a 
ten percent increase in execution time was experienced, 
and likewise for the subroutine DIODE a thirteen percent 
decrease in speed was experienced. As a consolation the 
total execution time for the program SPICE was only 
increased by a factor of six percent.

This analysis suggests that there may be more implicit 
overhead associated with microtasking libraries of the 
CRAY than was previously believed. It is important to 
recognize this type of overhead because it too can 
greatly influence the expected gains from multitasking a 
code.

7.4.3 Observing Parallel Performance
Parallel comparisons were made for each of the 

microtasked subroutines DCDCMP, DIODE, and BJT. The two 
input data sets BJTADDER and BDATA3 were both used to 
drive SPICE during this analysis. The comparisons were 
used to measure the effect of executing each of these
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DCDCMP DIODE SPICE

MODIFIED CODE 48.231 2.485 84.090
(1 CPU SEQUENTIAL)

MODIFIED CODE 53.982 2.857 89.690
(1 CPU PARALLEL)

IMPLICIT OVERHEAD 5.751 0.372 5.600
FACTOR OF 1.119 1.149 1.067
SPEED DECREASE

PERCENT OF 10.654 13.001 6.244
SPEED DECREASE

Table 7.4 Implicit Overhead using BJTADDER
(Wall Clock Time Given in Seconds)
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subroutines in parallel. This was done by varying the 
number of processors available to work in the microtasked 
subroutines each run. These variations ranged in one, two, 
and four processors per run. Gains in speed were 
measured against the execution times obtained from the one 
processor runs.

For each subroutine tested an associated set of data 
was obtained. This includes the number of CPUs permitted 
to work in the subroutine, the execution time of the 
subroutine, the measured decrease in run-time over the one 
CPU run, and the percent of decrease over the one CPU run. 
This information was used to illustrate how well each 
subroutine adapted for parallel execution.

7.4.3.1 Test Case One
In table 7.5 the parallel comparisons of the 

subroutines DCDCMP and DIODE are illustrated These runs 
were obtained by executing SPICE as a dedicated job on the 
CRAY using the input data set BJTADDER. Both subroutines 
tested showed definite reductions in execution times from 
microtasking. However, the extent of these decreases was 
noticeably different for each of two subroutines.

The subroutine DCDCMP showed the least amount of 
speed-up of the two subroutines. For the two processor 
run its execution time was only decreased by a factor of
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MODULE

DCDCMP

DIODE

SPICE

CPUs RUN-TIME SPEED-UP PERCENT OF
(SECONDS) OVER 1 CPU SPEED-UP

1 53.982 1.000 0.000
2 41.634 1.321 24.278
4 33.916 1.621 38.315
1 2.857 1.000 0.000
2 1.540 1.855 46.092
4 0.846 3.375 70.373
1 89.690 1.000 0.000
2 76.966 1.165 14.187
4 67.527 1.328 24.711

Table 7.5 Dedicated Runs using BJTADDER
(Wall Clock Time Given in Seconds)
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1.321 over the one processor run. This means that the 
average of number of processors working in this code at 
any one given time was only 1.321. This equates to a 24.3 
percent decrease in run-time over the one processor run. 
The best that can be achieved by executing any microtasked 
subroutine using two processors is a 50 percent reduction 
in execution time. Clearly, the run-time of DCDCMP was 
just less than half of its potential.

In the four processor run a factor of 1.621 reduction 
in execution time was achieved over the one processor run. 
This equates to a 38.3 percent decrease in run-time for 
this subroutine. In this case the best that can be 
expected by using four processors is a 75 percent decrease 
in run-time over the one processor run. Clearly the
subroutine DCDCMP did not approach this speed-up, nor did 
it effectively utilize the four processors available to it 
for this run. In fact the best run-time obtained by 
executing this code in parallel was still 35.4 percent 
slower than the run-time of the original version of 
DCDCMP.

These runs indicate that the subroutine DCDCMP did not 
adapt well for parallelization. The reasons for this can 
be attributed to the strategies used to parallelize this 
subroutine. It is possible that the processors were not
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utilized well and may have been idle more than they were 
active during the execution of the subroutine DCDCMP. 
This can occur when the work to be done in parallel is 
not evenly distributed among the processors. At these 
times several processors may be forced idle while waiting 
for others to finish their work. Idle time can also occur 
when the processors are forced to wait during 
synchronization events. These events occur when the tasks 
of a microtasked subroutine have to wait before entering 
guarded regions of code in the subroutine.

These two factors can significantly inhibit the 
performances of a subroutine when executed in parallel. 
This is clearly the case for the subroutine DCDCMP. 
Future editions of this subroutine must re-examine the 
issues concerning load balancing in order to make it a 
more effective code for parallelization.

Alternatively, the microtasked subroutine DIODE showed 
extremely favorable results when executed in parallel. 
These results can be seen in table 7.5. For the two 
processor run DIODE achieved a factor of 1.855 reduction 
in execution time over the one processor run of this 
subroutine. This means that the average number of 
processors executing this code at any one given time was 
1.855 out of a possibility of two. This equates to a 46.1
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percent decrease in run-time for this subroutine. 
Likewise, for the four processor run the execution time 
was reduced by a factor of 3.38. This equates to a 70 
percent decrease in execution time over the one processor 
run.

Furthermore, DIODE easily overcame the additional 
overhead placed upon it from parallelization. The 
majority of this overhead was due to the implicit overhead 
generated by the microtasking libraries of the CRAY. In 
fact a 13 percent increase in execution time occurred by 
linking to these libraries as shown in table 7.4. 
However, this overhead was easily diminished by executing 
DIODE with just two processors. As a result, the overhead 
generated by this subroutine was not as consequential as 
the overhead generated by the subroutine DCDCMP.

The results obtained by executing DIODE in parallel 
were extremely favorable. They indicated that this 
subroutine adapted extremely well for parallelization. In 
fact for each of the runs DIODE nearly attained the best 
speed-ups that could be expected from parallelization. 
Since the other three device handler routines are so 
similar in structure to DIODE, it is anticipated that they 
too will show as favorable results when they are executed 
in parallel.
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7.4.3.2 Test Case Two
In table 7.6 the parallel comparisons for the 

subroutines DCDCMP, DIODE, and BJT are illustrated. These 
runs were obtained by executing SPICE as a non-dedicated 
job using the input data set BJTADDER. These runs were 
used to compare with the dedicated runs of table 7.5. 
Looking at the percent of speed-ups, it can be seen that 
the results are similar for both sets of runs.

However, it can be seen that there is a discrepancy 
between the execution times shown in tables 7.5 and 7.6. 
These differences were traced to the subroutine BJT. A 
fault occurred in this routine that influenced the 
convergence rate of the entire program. It had the effect 
of causing an unnecessary number of computations to occur 
in the execution of SPICE. Nevertheless, the final output 
produced by SPICE for BJTADDER runs were correct. 
Furthermore, even though the execution times differed 
drastically between the dedicated and non-dedicated runs, 
the increases in speeds due to parallelization were still 
valid. These performance runs are shown only to 
illustrate the effects of parallelizing the subroutines 
DCDCMP, DIODE, and BJT.

Again the subroutine DCDCMP showed the least amount of 
speed-up of the three subroutines examined. For the two
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MODULE

DCDCMP

DIODE

BJT

SPICE

CPUs RUN-TIME SPEED-UP PERCENT OF
(SECONDS) OVER 1 CPU SPEED-UP

204.361
152.875
109.363

1.000
1.337
1.869

0.000
25.194
46.485

12.545
7.863
3.723

1.000
1.596
3.370

0.000
37.322
70.323

62.579
38.883
18.264

1.000
1.609
3.426

0.000
37.866
70.815

344.203
206.429
188.444

1.000
1.322
1.827

0.000
24.339
45.252

Table 7.6 Non-Dedicated Runs using BJTADDER
(Wall Clock Time Given in Seconds)
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processor run DCDCMP achieved a 25.2 percent decrease in 
execution time over the one processor run. This is 
comparable to the 24.3 percent decrease achieved for the 
dedicated run of this subroutine. For the four processor 
run DCDCMP achieved a 46.5 percent decrease in execution 
time over the one processor run. This was somewhat higher 
than the speed increases achieved for the dedicated run of 
this subroutine. However, the additional interferences 
associated with the non-dedicated environment will cause a 
variety of speed increases to occur in comparison to a 
dedicated environment. So such variations in speeds 
should be expected.

The subroutine DIODE once again showed extremely 
favorable results when executed in parallel. For the two
processor run DIODE achieved a 37.3 percent decrease in
execution time over the one processor run. And for the
four processor run a decrease of 70.3 percent was 
achieved. These results are very similar to those shown 
in table 7.5.

As anticipated the subroutine BJT also showed 
favorable results when executed in parallel. For the two
processor run of this subroutine a 37.9 percent decrease 
in execution time was achieved, and for the four processor 
run a 70.8 percent decrease in execution time was
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achieved. These increases were extremely favorable, and 
they indicated that this subroutine also adapted very well 
for parallelization. Because the two subroutines DIODE 
and BJT were so successful, it is anticipated that the 
other two device handler routines, MOSFET and JFET, will 
also be as successful when they are executed in parallel.

7.4.3.3 Test Case Three
In table 7.7 the parallel comparisons of the 

subroutine DCDCMP are illustrated. These runs were 
obtained by executing SPICE as a dedicated job using the 
input data set BDATA3. These test runs were solely 
conducted to further investigate the performance of the 
microtasked subroutine DCDCMP. It was found that these 
test runs showed better increases in speed for this 
subroutine than those previously found using the data set 
BJTADDER. For the two processor run a 3 6.6 percent 
decrease in execution time was achieved over the one 
processor run, and for the four processor run a 53.1 
percent decrease was achieved.

These variations are due to the two different input 
data sets used to drive the SPICE program. Each data set 
contains a different circuit model to be evaluated by 
SPICE. As a result the two circuit models will have 
different coefficient matrices representing them. This is
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MODULE

DCDCMP

SPICE

CPUs RUN-TIME 
(SECONDS)

1 18.181
2 11.519
4 8.531
1 25.750
2 19.195
4 16.233

SPEED-UP 
OVER 1 CPU

1.000
1.578
2.131
1.000
1.342
1.586

PERCENT OF 
SPEED-UP

0.000
36.643
53.080
0.000

25.455
36.960

Table 7.7 Dedicated Runs using BDATA3 
(Wall Clock Time Given in Seconds)
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true for any circuit model that will be evaluated by 
SPICE. Since these matrices are different, it should be 
expected that each will behave differently in the parallel 
pivoting algorithm. Consequently, some matrices will 
perform better in the parallel pivoting algorithm than 
will others. This will depend upon the physical 
characteristics that make up these matrices. Therefore, 
the differences in speeds for the subroutine DCDCMP shown 
in tables 7.5 and 7.7 are not surprising. They indicate 
that the coefficient matrix associated with the data set 
BDATA3 performed better in the parallel pivoting algorithm 
than did the coefficient matrix of BJTADDER.

7.5 Conclusions
After examining the microtasked subroutines in SPICE 

it was clear that some of these routines performed better 
in parallel than did others. The best performances were 
achieved by the device handler routines DIODE and BJT. 
These two subroutines closely approached the optimal 
increases in speed that could be expected from 
parallelization. Although the two other device handler 
routines MOSFET and JFET were not tested, the results 
indicate that they should produce as effective results as 
DIODE and BJT when executed in parallel.

On the other hand the microtasked subroutine DCDCMP
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did not show as favorable results. This subroutine had 
numerous problems that could be traced to the strategies 
used to parallelize it. The most evident problem arose 
from the enormous amount of overhead generated from the 
parallel pivoting algorithm. This overhead was so 
extensive that the increases in speed from parallel 
execution were still not enough to match the original run
time of this subroutine. These poor timings indicate that 
this subroutine needs to be re-evaluated if any reasonable 
gains from parallelization are to occur.
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CHAPTER EIGHT - FINAL REMARKS

This thesis has attempted to familiarize the reader 
with the concepts of parallel programming using the SPICE 
program as an example. The goals in this project were 
aimed at increasing the efficiency and speed of SPICE by 
targeting key subroutines in this code for 
parallelization. This was done so that the prominent 
gains in speed after executing this code in parallel could 
be readily observed.

The efforts to parallelize SPICE have brought about 
many new insights concerning the application of parallel 
programming. The results given in this chapter have 
indicated that it is indeed possible to employ a multiple 
number of processors on a code and expect favorable gains 
in speed from their use. The results have also indicated 
that a number of factors can drastically influence the 
execution time of a program when targeted for parallel 
execution.

The most apparent factor encountered in this project 
dealt with the enormous overhead generated by code 
modifications to enhance parallel processing. It was 
found that this overhead can be so great that even after 
processing a program in parallel, the effects of it will 
still dominate the performance of the code. The
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consequence of this illustrates the basic importance of 
minimizing any overhead when restructuring codes for 
parallel execution.

Future projects associated with SPICE will be 
encouraged to investigate other strategies when targeting 
this code for parallel execution. Certainly, a number of 
other approaches can be taken in order to restructure the 
L/U decomposition algorithm for parallel execution. Such 
strategies could include the exact parallel pivoting 
algorithm as presented by Alaghband or the strategy of 
parallelizing the original code of DCDCMP with very little 
code modification. Since this subroutine does contribute 
to a large portion of the total execution time of SPICE, 
parallelizing this code should have a great impact on the 
overall speed of this program.

In addition, it may be beneficial to target SPICE for 
parallelization at a much higher level in the code than 
what was done in this project. It was observed that the 
Newton-Raphson method controlled many of the subroutines 
in SPICE that consistently contributed to large portions 
of the execution time for this program. Perhaps by 
parallelizing the Newton-Raphson algorithm along with 
these other subroutines, even greater gains in speed could 
be achieved when executing SPICE in parallel. However,
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this could only be accomplished by a thorough 
understanding of the Newton-Raphson algorithm and the 
inner relation it has with the other subroutines in the 
SPICE program.

A technical report will follow this thesis concerning 
the resolution of the parallel subroutine BJT. This 
report will also include a performance analysis of this 
subroutine as well as the parallel subroutine MOSFET. 
Furthermore, in the upcoming project a number of other 
parallel strategies will be introduced to the subroutine 
DCDCMP. This will be done in an attempt to make this 
subroutine execute more efficiently in a parallel 
environment. The results produced from this work will 
then be used in conjunction with this thesis in order to 
further examine the parallelization of the SPICE program.
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APPENDIX A
This appendix contains the parallel version of code 

for the SPICE subroutine BJT. This code was converted for 
parallel execution using the microtasking utilities of the 
CRAY-XMP multiprocessor system. The strategy of this 
code is to create four tasks which concurrently processes 
all of the BJT devices defined in a modeled circuit. The 
results produced by this version of the subroutine BJT are 
equivalent to those results produced by the sequential 
counterpart to this code.
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SUBROUTINE BJTC
C THIS ROUTINE IS A PARALLEL DRIVER TO SUBROUTINE BJT2.
C
C THE PURPOSE OF THIS ROUTINE IS TO SET UP THE PARALLEL DRIVER C BJT2 TO BEGIN PROCESSING BJT DEVICES IN PARALLEL. SINCE THE 
C NUMBER OF BJT DEVICES IS DYNAMIC FROM RUN TO RUN, THE LINK LIST C CONTAINING THESE DEVICES IS TREATED LIKE A STACK. FOUR TASKS C ARE CREATED, EACH IN TERM POPS OFF A BJT DEVICE FROM THE LINKED 
C UNTIL ALL THE BJT DEVICES HAVE BEEN PROCESSED.C
C TO OBTAIN POINTERS TO BJT DEVICES:
C (1) ASSIGN LOC=LOCATE(12)
C (2) LOOP LOC=NODPLC(LOC)C (3) UNTIL LOC=0
C
C WHERE EACH NON-ZERO VALUE OF LOC REPRESENTS A POINTER C TO A BJT DEVICE.
C

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON /CIRDAT/ LOCATE(50),JELCNT(50),NUNODS,NCNODS,NUMNOD,NSTOP, 
INUT,NLT,NXTRM,NDIST,NTLIN,IBR,NUMVS COMMON /MICROT/ PPSTATS(50)
COMMON /PUTWDS/ VALUE(20000)
INTEGER NODPLC(64)
EQUIVALENCE (VALUE(1),NODPLC(1))

TIME THE ROUTINE USING SYSTEM WALL CLOCK FUNCTION
TF1=TIMEF()

LOCATE FIRST BJT DEVICE IN LINKED LIST;
IF THIS POINTER VALUE EQUALS ZERO, THEN 
THERE IS NO WORK TO BE DONE IN THIS ROUTINE.

LOC=LOCATE(12)
IF (LOC.EQ.O) GOTO 1000

CALL ON BJT3 TO PROCESSES FIRST DEVICES SEQUENTIALLY.
CALL BJT3(LOC)
LTST=NODPLC(LOC)
IF (LTST.EQ.0) GOTO 1000

PROCESS REMAINING BJT DEVICES IN PARALLEL.
CALL BJT2(LOC,NBJT)

FINISH TIMINGS
1000 TF2-TIMEF()

PPSTATS(5)=PPSTATS(5)+TF2-TF1 
PPSTATS(6)=PPSTATS(6)+1 RETURN 
END
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CMIC$ MICRO
SUBROUTINE BJT2(LOCLMT,NBJT)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON /CIRDAT/ LOCATE(50),JELCNT(50),NUNODS,NCNODS,NUMNOD,NSTOP, 
1NUT,NLT,NXTRM,NDIST,NTLIN,IBR,NUMVS 
COMMON /PUTWDS/ VALUE(20000)
COMMON /BJT2MIC/ LOCVECT INTEGER NODPLC(64),LOCLMT,NBJT
EQUIVALENCE (VALUE(1),NODPLC(1))CCMIC$ DO GLOBALC

C SPAWN FOR TASKS TO PROCESSES THE BJT DEVICES
C

DO 55 INDX=1,4 
100 CONTINUEC

C EACH TASK MUST SEQUENTIALLY POP STACK TO OBTAINC A BJT DEVICES. THE VARIABLE *LOCLMT* IS A GLOBAL
C VARIABLE W/R TO THE TASKS, AND THE VARIABLE *LOC*C IS PRIVATE W/R TO EACH TASK.
C
CMIC$ GUARD 3

IF (LOCLMT.NE.0) LOCLMT=NODPLC(LOCLMT)LOC=LOCLMT
CMIC$ END GUARD 3IF (LOC.EQ.O) GOTO 40 

CALL BJT3(LOC)
GOTO 100 

40 CONTINUE 
55 CONTINUE 

RETURN END
SUBROUTINE BJT3(LOC)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)

C
C THIS ROUTINE PROCESSES BJTS FOR DC AND TRANSIENT ANALYSES.
C

COMMON /TABINF/ IELMNT,ISBCKT,NSBCKT,IUNSAT,NUNSAT,ITEMPS,NUMTEM, 
&ISENS,NSENS,IFOUR,NFOUR,IFIELD,ICODE,IDELIM,ICOLUM,INSIZE,
&JUNODE,LSBKPT,NUMBKP,IORDER,JMNODE,IUR,IUC,ILC,ILR,NUMOFF,ISR, 
&NMOFFC,ISEQ,ISEQ1,NEQN,NODEV5,NDIAG,I5WAP,IEQUA,MACINS,LVNIM1, 
&LX0, LVN, LYNL, LYU, LYL, LX1, LX2 , LX3 , LX4 , LX5, LX6, LX7 , LDO, LD1, LTD, 
&IMYNL,IMVN,LCVN,NSNOD,NSMAT,NSVAL,ICNOD,ICMAT,ICVAL,
& LOUTPT,LPOL,LZER,IRSWPF,IRSWPR,ICSWPF,ICSWPR,IRPT,JCPT,
&IROWNO,JCOLNO,NTTBR,NTTAR,LVNTMP 
COMMON /CIRDAT/ LOCATE(50),JELCNT(50),NUNODS,NCNODS,NUMNOD,NSTOP, &NUT,NLT,NXTRM,NDIST,NTLIN,IBR,NUMVS 
COMMON /STATUS/ OMEGA,TIME,DELTA,DELOLD(7),AG(7),VT,XNI,EGFET, 
&XMU,MODE,MODEDC,ICALC,INITF,METHOD,IORD,MAXORD,NONCON,ITERNO,&ITEMNO,NOSOLV,MODAC,IPIV,IVMFLG,IPOSTP,ISCRCH,IOFILE 
COMMON /KNSTNT/ TWOPI,XLOG2,XLOGIO,ROOT2,RAD,BOLTZ,CHARGE,CTOK, &GMIN,RELTOL,ABSTOL,VNTOL,TRTOL,CHGTOL,EPSO,EPSSIL,EPSOX,
&PIVTOL,PIVREL,GCOEF(6),TCOEF 
COMMON /PUTWDS/ VALUE(20000)
COMMON /BJT2MIC/ LOCVECT 
INTEGER NODPLC(64),LOC,LOCYV(33)
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COMPLEX*16 CVALUE(32)EQUIVALENCE (VALUE(1),NODPLC(1),CVALUE(1))

DIMENSION VBEO(l),VBCO(l),CCO(l),CBO(l),GPIO(l),GMUO(l),GMO(l), 
&GOO(1),QBE(1),CQBE(1),QBC(1),CQBC(1),QCS(1),CQCS(1),QBX(1), 
&CQBX(1),GXO(1),CEXBC(1),GEQCBO(l)EQUIVALENCE (VBEO(1),VALUE(1)),(VBCO(1),VALUE(2)),
&(CCO(l),VALUE(3)),(CBO(l),VALUE(4)),(GPIO(l),VALUE(5)),
&(GMUO(1),VALUE(6)),(GMO(l),VALUE(7)),(GOO(l),VALUE(8)),
&(QBE(1),VALUE(9)),(CQBE(l),VALUE(10)),(QBC(l),VALUE(11)),
&(CQBC(1),VALUE(12)),(QCS(l),VALUE(13)),(CQCS(l),VALUE(14)),
&(QBX(1),VALUE(15)),(CQBX(l),VALUE(16)),(GXO(l),VALUE(17)),
&(CEXBC(1)/VALUE(18)),(GEQCBO(l),VALUE(19))
LOCV=NODPLC(LOC+1)
NODEl=NODPLC(LOC+2)NODE2=NODPLC(LOC+3)NODE3-NODPLC(LOC+4)
NODE4=NODPLC(LOC+5)NODE5=NODPLC(LOC+6)
NODE6=NODPLC(LOC+7)
NODE7=NODPLC(LOC+3 0)
LOCM=NODPLC(LOC+8)
IOFF=NODPLC(LOC+9)
TY PE=NO DPLC(LOCM+2)
LOCM=NODPLC(LOCM+1)
LOCT=NODPLC(LOC+22)
GCCS=0.0D0 CEQCS=0.0D0 
GEQBX=0.0D0 
CEQBX=0.OOO GEQCB=0.OOO

DC MODEL PARAMTERS
AREA=VALUE(LOCV+1)
BFM=VALUE(LOCM+2)
BRM=VALUE(LOCM+8)
CSAT=VALUE(LOCM+1)*AREA 
RBPR=VALUE(LOCM+18)/AREA 
RBPI=VALUE(LOCM+16)/AREA-RBPR GCPR=VALUE(LOCM+2 0)*AREA 
GEPR=VALUE(LOCM+19)*AREA 
OVA=VALUE(LOCM+4)
OVB=VALUE(LOCM+10)
OIK=VALUE(LOCM+5)/AREA 
C2=VALUE(LOCM+6)*AREA 
VTE=VALUE(LOCM+7)*VT 
OIKR=VALUE(LOCM+11)/AREA 
C4=VALUE(LOCM+12)*AREA 
VTC=VALUE(LOCM+13)*VT 
VCRIT=VALUE(LOCM+54)
TD=VALUE(LOCM+2 8)
XJRB=VALUE(LOCM+17)*AREA
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C INITIALIZATION 
C ICHECK=1

GOTO (100,20,30,50,60,70),INITF 
20 IF(MODE.NE.1.OR.MODEDC.NE.2.OR.NOSOLV.EQ.0) GO TO 25VBE=TYPE*VALUE(LOCV+2)

VCE=TYPE*VALUE(LOCV+3)
VBC=VBE-VCE 
VBX=VBC VCS=0.0D0 
GO TO 300 25 IF(IOFF.NE.0) GO TO 40
VBE=VCRIT 
VBC=0.0D0 
GO TO 300 

30 IF (IOFF.EQ.O) GO TO 100
40 VBE-O.OOO

VBC=0.OOO 
GO TO 300 50 VBE=VBEO(LXO+LOCT)
VBC=VBCO(LXO+LOCT)
VBX=TYPE*(VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE2)-VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE4)) 
VCS=TYPE*(VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE7)-VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE4))GO TO 300 

6 0 VBE=VBEO(LX1+LOCT)
VBC=VBCO(LX1+LOCT)
VBX=TYPE*(VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE2)-VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE4)) 
VCS=TYPE*(VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE7)-VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE4))IF(MODE.NE.2.OR.NOSOLV.EQ.O) GO TO 300 
VBX=TYPE*(VALUE(LOCV+2)-VALUE(LOCV+3))
VC5-O.0D0 
GO TO 300 70 XFACT=DELTA/DELOLD(2)
VBEO(LXO+LOCT)=VBEO(LX1+LOCT)
VBE=(1.ODO+XFACT)*VBEO(LX1+LOCT)-XFACT*VBEO(LX2+LOCT) VBCO(LXO+LOCT)=VBCO(LX1+LOCT)
VBC=(1.ODO+XFACT)*VBCO(LX1+LOCT)-XFACT*VBCO(LX2+LOCT)
CCO(LXO+LOCT)=CCO(LX1+LOCT)
CBO(LXO+LOCT)=CBO(LX1+LOCT)
GPIO(LXO+LOCT)=GPIO(LX1+LOCT)
GMUO(LXO+LOCT)=GMUO(LX1+LOCT)
GMO(LXO+LOCT)=GMO(LXl+LOCT)
GOO(LXO+LOCT)=GOO(LX1+LOCT)
GXO(LXO+LOCT)=GXO(LX1+LOCT)
GO TO 110

CC COMPUTE NEW NONLINEAR BRANCH VOLTAGES 
C100 VBE=TYPE*(VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE5)-VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE6)) 

VBC=TYPE*(VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE5)-VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE4))110 DELVBE-VBE-VBEO(LXO+LOCT)
DELVBC-VBC-VBCO(LXO+LOCT)
VBX=TYPE*(VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE2)-VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE4)) 
VCS=TYPE*(VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE7)-VALUE(LVNIM1+NODE4)) 
CCHAT=CCO(LXO+LOCT)+ (GMO(LXO+LOCT)+GOO(LXO+LOCT))*DELVBE
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&-(GOO(LXO+LOCT)+GMUO(LXO+LOCT))*DELVBC 
CBHAT=CBO(LXO+LOCT)+GPIO(LXO+LOCT)*DELVBE+GMUO(LXO+LOCT)*DELVBC

C
C BYPASS IF SOLUTION HAS NOT CHANGED 
C

IF (INITF.EQ.6) GO TO 200
TOL=RELTOL*DMAXl(DABS(VBE),DABS(VBEO(LXO+LOCT)))+VNTOL IF (DABS(DELVBE).GE.TOL) GO TO 200
TOL=RELTOL*DMAXl(DABS(VBC),DABS(VBCO(LXO+LOCT)))+VNTOL IF (DABS(DELVBC).GE.TOL) GO TO 200
TOL=RELTOL*DMAXl(DABS(CCHAT),DABS(CCO(LXO+LOCT)))+ABSTOL 
IF (DABS(CCHAT-CCO(LXO+LOCT)).GE.TOL) GO TO 200 TOL=RELTOL*DMAXl(DABS(CBHAT),DABS(CBO(LXO+LOCT)))+ABSTOL 
IF (DABS(CBHAT-CBO(LXO+LOCT)).GE.TOL) GO TO 200 
VBE=VBEO(LXO+LOCT)
VBC=VBCO(LXO+LOCT)
CC=CCO(LXO+LOCT)
CB=CBO(LXO+LOCT)
GPI=GPIO(LXO+LOCT)
GMU=GMUO(LXO+LOCT)
GM=GMO(LXO+LOCT)
GO=GOO(LXO+LOCT)
GX=GXO(LXO+LOCT)
GEQCB=GEQCBO(LXO+LOCT)IF (MODE.NE.1) GO TO 800 
GO TO 900

CC LIMIT NONLINEAR BRANCH VOLTAGES 
C
200 ICHK1=1

CALL PNJLIM(VBE,VBEO(LXO+LOCT),VT,VCRIT,ICHECK)
CALL PNJLIM(VBC,VBCO(LXO+LOCT),VT,VCRIT,ICHK1)IF (ICHK1.EQ.1) ICHECK=1

C
C DETERMINE DC CURRENT AND DERIVITIVES 
C300 VTN=VT*VALUE(LOCM+3)

IF(VBE.LE.-5.0D0*VTN) GO TO 320 
EVBE=DEXP(VBE/VTN)
CBE=CSAT*(EVBE-1.0D0)+GMIN*VBE GBE=CSAT*EVBE/VTN+GMIN 
IF (C2.NE.0.0D0) GO TO 310 
CBEN=0.0D0 
GBEN=0.OOO 
GO TO 350 

310 EVBEN=DEXP(VBE/VTE)
CBEN=C2*(EVBEN-1.0D0)
GBEN=C2*EVBEN/VTE 
GO TO 350 320 GBE=-CSAT/VBE+GMIN 
CBE=GBE*VBE 
GBEN=-C2/VBE 
CBEN=GBEN *VBE 

3 50 .VTN=VT*VALUE(LOCM+9)
IF(VBC.LE.-5.0D0*VTN) GO TO 370
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EVBC=DEXP(VBC/VTN)CBC=CSAT*(EVBC-1.ODO)+GMIN*VBC 
GBC=CSAT*EVBC/VTN+GMIN 
IF (C4.NE.0.0D0) GO TO 360 
CBCN=0.ODO 
GBCN=0.ODO GO TO 400 

360 EVBCN=DEXP(VBC/VTC)
CBCN=C4 *(EVBCN-1.ODO)GBCN=C4 *EVBCN/VTC 
GO TO 400 37 0 GBC=-CSAT/VBC+GMIN
CBC=GBC*VBC GBCN=-C4/VBC 
CBCN=GBCN *VBC

C
C DETERMINE BASE CHARGE TERMS 
C4 00 Ql=l.ODO/(1.ODO-OVA*VBC-OVB*VBE)

IF (OIK.NE.0.ODO) GO TO 405 
IF (OIKR.NE.0.ODO) GO TO 405 
QB=Q1DQBDVE=Q1*QB*0VB 
DQBDVC=Q1*QB*0VA 
GO TO 410 405 Q2=OIK*CBE+OIKR*CBC
ARG-DMAXl(0.ODO,1.ODO+4.0D0*Q2)
SQARG=1.ODO
IF(ARG.NE.0.ODO) SQARG=DSQRT(ARG)
QB=Q1*(1.ODO+SQARG)/2.ODO 
DQBDVE=Q1*(QB*OVB+OIK*GBE/SQARG)
DQBDVC=Q1*(QB*OVA+OIKR*GBC/SQARG)

CC WEIL'S APPROX. FOR EXCESS PHASE APPLIED WITH BACKWARD- 
C EULER INTEGRATION 
C
410 CC=0.ODO 

CEX=CBE 
GEX=GBE
IF(MODE.EQ.1) GO TO 420
IF(TD.EQ.0.ODO) GO TO 420
ARG1=DELTA/TD
ARG2=3.0D0*ARG1ARG1=ARG2 *ARG1
DENOM=l.0D0+ARG1+ARG2
ARG3=ARG1/DEN0M
IF(INITF.NE.5) GO TO 411CEXBC(LX1+LOCT)=CBE/QB
CEXBC(LX2+LOCT)=CEXBC(LX1+LOCT)

411 CC=(CEXBC(LX1+LOCT)*(1.ODO+DELTA/DELOLD(2)+ARG2)
&-CEXBC(LX2+LOCT)*DELTA/DELOLD(2))/DENOM
CEX=CBE*ARG3
GEX=GBE*ARG3
CEXBC(LXO+LOCT)=CC+CEX/QB

C
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C DETERMINE DC INCREMENTAL CONDUCTANCES 
C
420 CC=CC+(CEX-CBC)/QB-CBC/BRM-CBCNCB=CBE/BFM+CBEN+CBC/BRM+CBCN 

GX=RBPR+RBPI/QB IF(XJRB.EQ.0.ODO) GO TO 430 
ARG1=DMAX1(CB/XJRB,1.OD-9)
ARG2=(-1.ODO+DSQRT(1.0D0+14.59025D0*ARG1))/2.4317D0/DSQRT(ARG1) ARG1=TAN(ARG2)
GX=RBPR+3.0D0*RBPI*(ARG1-ARG2)/ARG2/ARG1/ARG1 

430 IF(GX.NE.0.ODO) GX=1.0D0/GX 
GPI=GBE/BFM+GBEN GMU=GBC/BRM+GBCN 
GO=(GBC+(CEX-CBC)*DQBDVC/QB)/QB GM=(GEX-(CEX-CBC)*DQBDVE/QB)/QB-GO 
IF (MODE.NE.1) GO TO 500
IF ((MODEDC.EQ.2).AND.(NOSOLV.NE.0)) GO TO 500 
IF (INITF.EQ.4) GO TO 500 
GO TO 700

CC CHARGE STORAGE ELEMENTS 
C
500 TF=VALUE(LOCM+2 4)TR=VALUE(LOCM+3 3)CZBE=VALUE(LOCM+21)*AREA 

PE=VALUE(LOCM+2 2)XME=VALUE(LOCM+2 3)
CDIS=VALUE(LOCM+3 2)CTOT=VALUE(LOCM+2 9)*AREA 
CZBC=CTOT*CDIS CZ BX=CTOT-CZBC 
PC=VALUE(LOCM+3 0)
XMC=VALUE(LOCM+31)FCPE=VALUE(LOCM+46)
CZCS=VALUE(LOCM+38)*AREA 
PS=VALUE(LOCM+3 9)
XMS=VALUE(LOCM+40)
XTF=VALUE(LOCM+2 5)
OVTF=VALUE(LOCM+2 6)
XJTF=VALUE(LOCM+27)*AREA 
IF(TF.EQ.0.ODO) GO TO 505 
IF(VBE.LE.0.ODO) GO TO 505 
ARGTF=0.ODO 
ARG2=0.ODO 
ARG3=0.ODO
IF(XTF.EQ.O.ODO) GO TO 504 
ARGTF=XTF
IF(OVTF.NE.0.ODO) ARGTF=ARGTF*DEXP(VBC*OVTF)
ARG2=ARGTF
IF(XJTF.EQ.0.ODO) GO TO 503 
TEMP=CBE/(CBE+XJTF)
ARGTF=ARGTF*TEMP*TEMP 
ARG2=ARGTF*(3.ODO-TEMP-TEMP)

503 ARG3=CBE*ARGTF*OVTF504 CBE=CBE*(1.ODO+ARGTF)/QB
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GBE=(GBE*(1.0D0+ARG2)-CBE*DQBDVE)/QB 
GEQCB=TF*(ARG3-CBE*DQBDVC)/QB 

505 IF (VBE.GE.FCPE) GO TO 510 
ARG=1.ODO-VBE/PE SARG=DEXP(-XME*DLOG(ARG))
QBE(LXO+LOCT)=TF*CBE+PE*CZBE*(1.0D0-ARG*SARG)/(1.ODO-XME) CAPBE=TF*GBE+CZBE*SARG 
GO TO 520 510 F1=VALUE(LOCM+47)
F2=VALUE(LOCM+4 8)
F3=VALUE(LOCM+4 9)
CZBEF2=CZBE/F2
QBE(LXO+LOCT)=TF*CBE+CZBE*F1+CZBEF2*(F3*(VBE-FCPE)&+(XME/(PE+PE))*(VBE *VBE-FCPE * FCPE))
CAPBE=TF*GBE+CZBEF2 *(F3+XME*VBE/PE)

520 FCPC=VALUE(LOCM+50)F1=VALUE(LOCM+51)
F2=VALUE(LOCM+5 2)
F3=VALUE(LOCM+5 3)IF (VBC.GE.FCPC) GO TO 530 
ARG=1.ODO-VBC/PC 
SARG=DEXP(-XMC*DLOG(ARG))
QBC(LXO+LOCT)=TR*CBC+PC*CZ BC*(1.0D0-ARG*SARG)/(1.ODO-XMC) 
CAPBC=TR*GBC+CZBC*SARG 
GO TO 540 

530 CZBCF2=CZBC/F2
QBC(LXO+LOCT)=TR*CBC+CZBC*F1+CZBCF2*(F3*(VBC-FCPC)&+(XMC/(PC+PC))*(VBC*VBC-FCPC*FCPC))
CAPBC=TR*GBC+CZBCF2*(F3+XMC*VBC/PC)

540 IF(VBX.GE.FCPC) GO TO 550
ARG=1.ODO-VBX/PC 
SARG=DEXP(-XMC*DLOG(ARG))
QBX(LXO+LOCT)=PC*CZBX*(1.0D0-ARG*SARG)/(I.ODO-XMC) 
CAPBX=CZBX*SARG GO TO 560 

550 CZBXF2=CZBX/F2
QBX(LXO+LOCT)=CZBX*F1+CZBXF2*(F3*(VBX-FCPC)+(XMC/(PC+PC))*&(VBX*VBX-FCPC*FCPC))
CAPBX=CZBXF2*(F3+XMC*VBX/PC)

560 IF(VCS.GE.0.ODO) GO TO 570ARG=1.ODO-VCS/PS 
SARG=DEXP(-XMS*DLOG(ARG))
QCS(LXO+LOCT)=PS*CZCS *(1.0D0-ARG*SARG)/(I.ODO-XMS)
CAPCS=CZCS*SARG
GO TO 580

570 QCS(LXO+LOCT)=VCS*CZCS*(1.ODO+XMS*VCS/(2.0D0*PS))CAPCS=CZCS*(1.0D0+XMS*VCS/PS)
CC STORE SMALL-SIGNAL PARAMETERS 
C580 IF ((MODE.EQ.1).AND.(MODEDC.EQ.2).AND.(NOSOLV.NE.0)) GO TO 700 IF (INITF.NE.4) GO TO 600 

VALUE(LXO+LOCT+9)=CAPBE 
VALUE(LXO+LOCT+11)=CAPBC 
VALUE(LXO+LOCT+13)=CAPCS
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VALUE(LXO+LOCT+15)=CAPBX 
VALUE(LXO+LOCT+17)=GEQCB 
GO TO 1000

CC TRANSIENT ANALYSIS C
600 IF (INITF.NE.5) GO TO 610

QBE(LX1+LOCT)=QBE(LXO+LOCT)
QBC(LX1+LOCT)=QBC(LXO+LOCT)
QBX(LX1+LOCT)=QBX(LXO+LOCT)
QCS(LX1+LOCT)=QCS(LXO+LOCT)

610 CALL INTGR8(GEQ,CEQ,CAPBE,LOCT+8)
GEQCB=GEQCB*AG(1)
GPI=GPI+GEQ 
CB=CB+CQBE(LXO+LOCT)
CALL INTGR8(GEQ,CEQ,CAPBC,LOCT+IO)
GMU=GMU+GEQ 
CB=CB+CQBC(LXO+LOCT)
CC=CC-CQBC(LXO+LOCT)
IF (INITF.NE.5) GO TO 700 CQBE(LX1+LOCT)=CQBE(LXO+LOCT)
CQBC(LX1+LOCT)=CQBC(LXO+LOCT)

C
C CHECK CONVERGENCE C
700 IF (INITF.NE.3) GO TO 710 

IF (IOFF.EQ.O) GO TO 710 GO TO 750 
710 IF (ICHECK.EQ.l) GO TO 720

TOL=RELTOL*DMAXl(DABS(CCHAT),DABS(CC))+ABSTOL 
IF (DABS(CCHAT-CC).GT.TOL) GO TO 720 
TOL=RELTOL*DMAXl(DABS(CBHAT),DABS(CB))+ABSTOL IF (DABS(CBHAT-CB).LE.TOL) GO TO 750 

720 CONTINUE
C
C
C THE SCOPE OF THE FOLLOWING VARIABLE, *NONCON*, HAS A 'SHARED' 
C STATUS BETWEEN TASKS AND MUST BE PROTECTED AGAINST CONCURRENT 
C EXECUTION.
C
CMIC$ GUARD 1NONCON=NONCON+1 
CMIC$ END GUARD 1 750 VBEO(LXO+LOCT)=VBE 

VBCO(LXO+LOCT)=VBC 
CCO(LXO+LOCT)=CC 
CBO(LXO+LOCT)=CB 
GPIO(LXO+LOCT)=GPI 
GMUO(LXO+LOCT)=GMU 
GMO(LXO+LOCT)=GM 
GOO(LXO+LOCT)=GO 
GXO(LXO+LOCT)=GX 
GEQCBO(LXO+LOCT)=GEQCB 
IF (MODE.EQ.1) GO TO 900

C
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C CHARGE STORAGE FOR C-S AND B-X JUNCTIONS
C800 CALL INTGR8(GCCS,CEQ,CAPCS,LOCT+12) 

CEQCS=TYPE*(CQCS(LXO+LOCT)-VCS*GCCS) 
CALL INTGR8(GEQBX,CEQ,CAPBX,LOCT+14) CEQBX=TYPE*(CQBX(LXO+LOCT)-VBX*GEQBX) 
IF (INITF.NE.5) GO TO 900 
CQBX(LX1+LOCT)=CQBX(LXO+LOCT) *
CQCS(LX1+LOCT)=CQCS(LXO+LOCT)

CC LOAD CURRENT EXCITATION VECTOR
C
900 CEQBE=TYPE*(CC+CB-VBE*(GM+GO+GPI)+VBC*(GO-GEQCB))

CEQBC=TYPE*(-CC+VBE*(GM+GO)-VBC*(GMU+GO))
LOAD Y MATRIX

MICRO CHANGE:PRECALCULATE REFERENCE VALUES *LOCYV* BEFORE ENTERING GUARDED SECTION OF CODE. ENSURES MORE PARALLEL WORK 
AMOUNG TASKS AND LESS SEMAPHORE WAITING TIME.

I )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+2 4)
. )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+2 5)
! )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+2 6)I )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+2 7)
, )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+28) 
i)=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+2 9) 
i)=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+10)' )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+11) 
t)=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+12)
I )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+13)
I )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+14)
. )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+15): )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+16) 
i )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+17)
, )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+18)
I)=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+19)
1 )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+2 0)
')=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+21)
I )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+31)
I )-LVN+NODPLC(LOC+3 2)
I )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+3 3)
. )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+3 4)
! )=LVN+NODPLC(LOC+3 5)

C
C MICRO-CHANGE:
C THE SCOPE OF THE FOLLOWING TABLE, *VALUE*, REFERENCED HAS
C STATUS 'SHARED'. SINCE RANDOM REFERENCES ARE MADE INTO THIS
C TABLE, THE FOLLOWING SECTION OF CODE MUST BE PROTECTED AGAINST
C CONCURRENT EXECUTION BETWEEN TASKS.
C
CMIC$ GUARD 2

VALUE(LVN+NODE2)=VALUE(LVN+NODE2)-CEQBX
VALUE(LVN+NODE4)=VALUE(LVN+NODE4)+CEQCS+CEQBX+CEQBC

LOCYV 10LOCYV 11LOCYV 12LOCYV 13LOCYV 14LOCYV 15LOCYV 16LOCYV 17LOCYV 18LOCYV 19LOCYV 20LOCYV 21LOCYV 22LOCYV 23LOCYV 24LOCYV 25LOCYV 26LOCYV 27
LOCYV 28LOCYV 29
LOCYV 30LOCYV 31LOCYV 32
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VALUE(LVN+NODE5 =VALUE(LVN+NODE5 -CEQBE-CEQBC
VALUE(LVN+NODE6 =VALUE(LVN+NODE6 +CEQBEVALUE(LVN+NODE7 =VALUE(LVN+NODE7 -CEQCS
VALUE(LOCYV 10) «VALUE(LOCYV 10) +GCPR
VALUE(LOCYV 11) «VALUE(LOCYV 11) +GX+GEQBX
VALUE(LOCYV 12) «VALUE(LOCYV 12) +GEPR
VALUE(LOCYV 13) «VALUE(LOCYV 13) +GMU+GO+GCPR+GCCS+GEQBXVALUE(LOCYV 14) «VALUE(LOCYV 14) +GX +GPI+GMU+GEQCB
VALUE(LOCYV 15) «VALUE(LOCYV 15) +GPI+GEPR+GM+GOVALUE(LOCYV 16) «VALUE(LOCYV 16) -GCPR
VALUE(LOCYV 17) «VALUE(LOCYV 17) -GX
VALUE(LOCYV 18) «VALUE(LOCYV 18) -GEPR
VALUE(LOCYV 19) «VALUE(LOCYV 19) -GCPR
VALUE(LOCYV 20) «VALUE(LOCYV 20) -GMU+GM
VALUE(LOCYV 21) «VALUE(LOCYV 21) -GM-GO
VALUE(LOCYV 22) «VALUE(LOCYV 22) -GX
VALUE(LOCYV 23) «VALUE(LOCYV 23) -GMU-GEQCB
VALUE(LOCYV 24) «VALUE(LOCYV 24) -GPI
VALUE(LOCYV 25) «VALUE(LOCYV 25) -GEPR
VALUE(LOCYV 26) «VALUE(LOCYV 26) -GO+GEQCBVALUE(LOCYV 27) «VALUE(LOCYV 27) -GPI-GM-GEQCBVALUE(LOCYV 28) «VALUE(LOCYV 28) +GCCS
VALUE(LOCYV 29) «VALUE(LOCYV 29) -GCCS
VALUE(LOCYV 30) «VALUE(LOCYV 30) -GCCSVALUE(LOCYV 31) «VALUE(LOCYV 31) -GEQBXVALUE(LOCYV 
END GUARD 2

32) «VALUE(LOCYV 32) -GEQBX

1000 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
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APPENDIX B
This appendix contains the parallel version of code 

for the SPICE subroutine DCDCMP. This code was converted 
for parallel execution using the microtasking utilities of 
the CRAY-XMP multiprocessor system. The approach taken in 
this subroutine is to re-order the coefficient matrix in 
such a way that the matrix can be processed in parallel 
using a parallel pivoting strategy. The results produced 
by this version of the subroutine DCDCMP are equivalent to 
those results produced by the sequential counterpart to 
this code.
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C SUBROUTINE COUNT IS AN EXTRACTED SECTION OF CODE FROM 
C THE ORIGINAL VERSION OF *DCDCMP*.
CC THIS SUBROUTINE COUNTS THE NON-ZERO ELEMENTS IN EACH 
C ROW AND COLUMN OF THE COEFFICENT MATRIX. THE NUMBER OF 
C NON-ZERO ELEMENTS OF THE I-TH ROW IS STORED IN *NODPLC*
C AT OFFSET *NODPLC(NUMOFF+I)* ; SIMILARLY THE NUMBER OF C NON-ZERO ELEMENTS OF THE J-TH COLUMN IS *NODPLC(NMOFFC+J)*.
CC IT IS CALLED ONLY WHEN RE-ORDERING OF THE MATRIX IS REQUIRED;
C AT ALL OTHER TIMES THE TABLE OFFSETS *NUMOFF* AND *NMOFFC*
C IN *VALUE* ARE USED FOR OTHER PURPOSES IN THIS NEW VERSION.
C SUBROUTINE COUNTIMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HzO-Z)

COMMON /TABINF/ IELMNT,ISBCKT,NSBCKT,IUNSAT,NUNSAT,ITEMPS,NUMTEM, 
1ISENS,NSENS,IFOUR,NFOUR,IFIELD,ICODE,IDELIM,ICOLUM,INSIZE,
2JUNODE,LSBKPT,NUMBKP,IORDER,JMNODE,IUR,IUC,ILC,ILR,NUMOFF,ISR, 
3NMOFFC,ISEQ,ISEQ1,NEQN,NODEVS,NDIAG,ISWAP,IEQUA,MACINS,LVNIM1, 
4LX0,LVN,LYNL,LYU,LYL,LX1,LX2,LX3,LX4,LX5,LX6,LX7,LDO,LD1,LTD, 
5IMYNL,IMVN,LCVN,NSNOD,NSMAT,NSVAL,ICNOD,ICMAT,ICVAL,
6LOUTPT,LPOL,LZER,IRSWPF,IRSWPR,ICSWPF,ICSWPR,IRPT,JCPT,
7IROWNO,JCOLNO,NTTBR,NTTAR,LVNTMP COMMON /CIRDAT/ LOCATE(50),JELCNT(50),NUNODS,NCNODS,NUMNOD,NSTOP, 
1NUT,NLT,NXTRM,NDIST,NTLIN,IBR,NUMVS 
COMMON /PUTWDS/ VALUE(20000)
INTEGER NODPLC(64)
COMPLEX*16 CVALUE(32)
EQUIVALENCE (VALUE(1),NODPLC(1),CVALUE(1))

3 DO 10 1=2,NSTOP 
N0=0
IF (IPIV.EQ.0) THEN 
ENDIF
LOC=NODPLC(JCPT+I)

5 IF (LOC.EQ.O) GO TO 7 
IF (IPIV.EQ.0) THEN ENDIF 
NO=NO+l
LOC=NODPLC(JCPT+LOC)
GO TO 5

7 NODPLC(NUMOFF+I)=NO N0=0
LOC=NODPLC(IRPT+I)

8 IF (LOC.EQ.O) GO TO 9 
NO=NO+l
LOC=NODPLC(IRPT+LOC)
GO TO 8

9 NODPLC(NMOFFC+I)=NO 
10 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C SUBROUTINE DCDEBUG(NCMP)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)COMMON /STATUS/ OMEGA,TIME,DELTA,DELOLD(7),AG(7),VT,XNI,EGFET,
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1XMU,MODE,MODEDC,ICALC,INITF,METHOD,IÔRD,MAXORD,NONCON,ITERNO,
2ITEMNO,NOSOLV,MODAC,IPIV,IVMFLG,IPOSTP,ISCRCH/IOFILE 
COMMON/DEBUG/ IDEBUG(20)
INTEGER NCMP
IF (IDEBUG(13).LE.O) GO TO 17 
CALL DMPMAT(6HDCDCM2)IDEBUG(13)=IDEBUG(13)-NCMP

17 IF (IDEBUG(14).LE.O) GO TO 18 
IF (MODE.NE.2) GO TO 18CALL DMPMAT(6HDCDCM3)
IDEBUG(14)=IDEBUG(14)-NCMP18 IF (IDEBUG(15).LE.0.OR.ICALC.LE.10) GO TO 19 
CALL DMPMAT(6HDCDCM4)
IDEBUG(15)=IDEBUG(15)-NCMP

19 RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE FPIVOT IS AN EXTRACTED SECTION OF CODE FROM THE
ORIGINAL VERSION OF *DCDCMP*.
THIS SECTION OF CODE SEARCHES THE REDUCED MATRIX FOR A NEW
PIVOT ELEMENT USING THE MARKOWITZ CRITERIA. IT IS CALLED ONLY
WHEN RE-ORDERING OF THE MATRIX IS REQUIRED.

SUBROUTINE FPIVOT(N,NXTI,NXTJ,VMAX)IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON /TABINF/ IELMNT,ISBCKT,NSBCKT,IUNSAT,NUNSAT,ITEMPS,NUMTEM, 1ISENS,NSENS,IFOUR,NFOUR,IFIELD,ICODE,IDELIM,ICOLUM,INSIZE,
2JUNODE,LSBKPT,NUMBKP,IORDER,JMNODE,IUR,IUC,ILC,ILR,NUMOFF,ISR, 
3NMOFFC,ISEQ,ISEQ1,NEQN,NODEVS,NDIAG,ISWAP,IEQUA,MACINS,LVNIM1, 4LX0, LVN, LYNL, LYU, LYL, LX1, LX2 , LX3 , LX4 , LX5, LX6 , LX7 , LDO, LD1, LTD,
5IMYNL,IMVN,LCVN,NSNOD,NSMAT,NSVAL,ICNOD,ICMAT,ICVAL,
6LOUTPT,LPOL,LZER,IRSWPF,IRSWPR,ICSWPF,ICSWPR,IRPT,JCPT,
7IROWNO,JCOLNO,NTTBR,NTTAR,LVNTMP 
COMMON /MISCEL/ ATIME,APROG(3),ADATE,ATITLE(10),DEFL,DEFW,DEFAD, 
1DEFAS,RSTATS(50),IWIDTH,LWIDTH,NOPAGE COMMON /CIRDAT/ LOCATE(50),JELCNT(50),NUNODS,NCNODS,NUMNOD,NSTOP, 
1NUT,NLT,NXTRM,NDIST,NTLIN,IBR,NUMVS COMMON /STATUS/ OMEGA,TIME,DELTA,DELOLD(7),AG(7),VT,XNI,EGFET, 
1XMU,MODE,MODEDC,ICALC,INITF,METHOD,IORD,MAXORD,NONCON,ITERNO,
2ITEMNO,NOSOLV,MODAC,IPIV,IVMFLG,IPOSTP,ISCRCH,IOFILE COMMON /FLAGS/ IPRNTA,IPRNTL,IPRNTM,IPRNTN,IPRNTO,LIMTIM,LIMPTS, 
1LVLTIM,ITL1,ITL2,ITL3,ITL4,ITL5,IGOOF,NOGO,KEOF 
COMMON /KNSTNT/ TWOPI,XLOG2,XLOGIO,ROOT2,RAD,BOLTZ,CHARGE,CTOK, 
1GMIN,RELTOL,ABSTOL,VNTOL,TRTOL,CHGTOL,EPSO,EPSSIL,EPSOX,
2PIVTOL,PIVREL,GCOEF(6),TCOEF 
COMMON/DEBUG/ IDEBUG(20)
COMMON /PUTWDS/ VALUE(20000)
INTEGER NODPLC(64)
COMPLEX*16 CVALUE(32)
EQUIVALENCE (VALUE(1),NODPLC(1),CVALUE(1))
INTEGER N,NXTI,NXTJ 
REAL VMAX

20 VMAX=0.ODO
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LOCI=N
25 LOCI=NODPLC(IRPT+LOCI)

IF (LOCI.EQ.O) GO TO 50 
I=NODPLC(IROWNO+LOCI)IF (I.LT.N) GO TO 25 

30 IF ((DABS(VALUE(LVN+LOCI))).LE.VMAX) GO TO 25 
VMAX=DABS(VALUE(LVN+LOCI))
GO TO 25

50 IF (VMAX.GT.PIVTOL) GO TO 60 
WRITE(IOFILE,51) N,VMAX

51 FORMAT(f0*ERROR*: MAXIMUM ENTRY IN THIS COLUMN AT STEP ',14,' (',
1 1PD12.6,') IS LESS THAN PIVTOL')
IGOOF=l
RETURN

60 EPSREL=DMAX1(PIVREL*VMAX,PIVTOL)
IF (N.GE.NSTOP) GO TO 120 IF (IPIV.LE.O) GO TO 120

SEARCH DIAGNAL FOR BEST PIVOT ELEMENT USING 
MARKOWITZ CRITERIA.

MINOP=100000
NXTI=0DO 70 I=N,NSTOP 
Il=NODPLC(IRSWPF+I)
Jl=NODPLC(ICSWPF+I)
ISPOT=INDXX(Il,Jl)IF (ISPOT.EQ.1) GO TO 70
IF (DABS(VALUE(LVN+ISPOT)).LT.EPSREL) GO TO 70 
NOP=(NODPLC(NUMOFF+!)-!)*(NODPLC(NMOFFC+I)-1)IF (NOP.GE.MINOP) GO TO 70
MINOP=NOP
NXTI=I
NXTJ=I
IF (MINOP.LE.O) GO TO 95 

70 CONTINUE
IF (NXTI.LE.O) GO TO 75 
IF (NXTI-N) 120,120,100

SEARCH REDUCED MATRIX FOR BEST PIVOT ELEMENT USING 
MARKOWITZ CRITERIA IF PIVOT NOT FOUND IN DIAGNAL.
75 DO 90 I=N,NSTOP 

LOC=I
80 LOC=NODPLC(JCPT+LOC)

IF (LOC.EQ.O) GO TO 90 J=NODPLC(JCOLNO+LOC)
IF (J.LT.N) GO TO 80
IF (DABS(VALUE(LVN+LOC)).LT.EPSREL) GO TO 80 
NOP=(NODPLC(NUMOFF+I)-1)*(NODPLC(NMOFFC+J)-1)
IF (NOP.GE.MINOP) GO TO 80
MINOP=NOP
NXTI=I
NXTJ=J
IF (MINOP.LE.O) GO TO 95
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90 CONTINUE
IF (NXTI.GT.O) GO TO 95 
WRITE (IOFILE,92)

92 FORMAT('0*ABORT*: PIVOT NOT IN DCDCMP')
IGOOF=l 
GO TO 120

95 IF (NXTI.EQ.N.AND.NXTJ.EQ.N) GO TO 120 IF (NXTI.EQ.N) GO TO 105
SWAPP NEWLY FOUND PIVOT ELEMENT A[NXTI,NXTJ]
TO APPROPRIATE POSITION A[N,N].
100 LOAD=NODPLC(IRSWPF+NXTI)

LR=NODPLC(IRSWPF+N)
NODPLC(IRSWPF+NXTI)=LR 
NODPLC(IRSWPR+LR)=NXTI 
NODPLC(IRSWPF+N)=LOAD NODPLC(1RSWPR+LOAD)=N 
NOFF=NODPLC(NUMOFF+NXTI)NODPLC(NUMOFF+NXTI)=NODPLC(NUMOFF+N)
NODPLC(NUMOFF+N)=NOFF 
IF (NXTJ.EQ.N) GO TO 110 

105 LOAD=NODPLC(ICSWPF+NXTJ)LC=NODPLC(ICSWPF+N)
NODPLC(ICSWPF+NXTJ)=LC 
NODPLC(ICSWPR+LC)=NXTJ NODPLC(ICSWPF+N)=LOAD 
NODPLC(ICSWPR+LOAD)=N 
NOFF=NODPLC(NMOFFC+NXTJ)
NODPLC(NMOFFC+NXTJ)=NODPLC(NMOFFC+N)
NODPLC(NMOFFC+N)=NOFF 110 CALL SWAPIJ(NXTI,N,NXTJ,N)
NXTI=N NXTJ=N 

120 RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE LUDCMP IS AN EXTRACTED SECTION OF CODE FROM THE 
ORIGINAL VERSION OF *DCDCMP*. -
IT PERFORMS THE ACTUAL LU-DECOMPOSITION PORTION 
OF CODE FROM *DCDCMP*.

SUBROUTINE LUDCMP(N,LOCNN,IPIV2)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)COMMON /TABINF/ IELMNT,ISBCKT,NSBCKT,IUNSAT,NUNSAT,ITEMPS,NUMTEM, 
ÎI5ENS,NSENS,IFOUR,NFOUR,IFIELD,ICODE,IDELIM,ICOLUM,INSIZE,
2JUNODE,LSBKPT,NUMBKP,IORDER,JMNODE,IUR,IUC,ILC,ILR/NUMOFF,ISR, 
3NMOFFC,ISEQ,ISEQ1,NEQN,NODEVS,NDIAG,ISWAP,IEQUA,MACINS,LVNIM1, 
4LX0,LVN,LYNL,LYU,LYL,LX1,LX2,LX3,LX4,LX5,LX6,LX7,LDO,LD1,LTD, 
5IMYNL,IMVN,LCVN,NSNOD,NSMAT,NSVAL,ICNOD,ICMAT,ICVAL,
6LOUTPT,LPOL,LZER,IRSWPF,IRSWPR,ICSWPF,ICSWPR,IRPT,JCPT,
7IROWNO,JCOLNO,NTTBR,NTTAR,LVNTMP 
COMMON /MISCEL/ ATIME,APROG(3),ADATE,ATITLE(10),DEFL,DEFW,DEFAD, 
IDEFAS,RSTATS(50),IWIDTH,LWIDTH,NOPAGE
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COMMON /CIRDAT/ LOCATE(50),JELCNT(50),NUNODS,NCNODS,NUMNOD,NSTOP 
1NUT,NLT,NXTRM,NDIST,NTLIN,IBR,NUMVS 
COMMON /STATUS/ OMEGA,TIME,DELTA,DELOLD(7),AG(7),VT,XNI,EGFET, 
1XMU,MODE,MODEDC,ICALC,INITF,METHOD,IORD,MAXORD,NONCON,ITERNO,2ITEMNO,NOSOLV,MODAC,IPIV,IVMFLG,IPOSTP,ISCRCH,IOFILE 
COMMON /FLAGS/ IPRNTA,IPRNTL,IPRNTM,IPRNTN,IPRNTO,LIMTIM,LIMPTS, 
1LVLTIM,ITL1,ITL2,ITL3,ITL4,ITL5,IGOOF,NOGO,KEOF 
COMMON /KNSTNT/ TWOPI,XLOG2,XLOGIO,ROOT2,RAD,BOLTZ,CHARGE,CTOK, 1GMIN,RELTOL,ABSTOL,VNTOL,TRTOL,CHGTOL,EPSO,EPSSIL,EPSOX,

2PIVTOL,PIVREL,GCOEF(6),TCOEF 
COMMON/DEBUG/ IDEBUG(20)COMMON /PUTWDS/ VALUE(20000)
INTEGER NODPLC(64)
COMPLEX*16 CVALUE(32)
EQUIVALENCE (VALUE(1),NODPLC(1),CVALUE(1))
INTEGER N,LOCNN,IPIV2

CC FIND FIRST ROW TO PROCESS 
C

LOCR=NODPLC(IRPT+LOCNN)125 IF (LOCR.EQ.O) GO TO 180 
I=NODPLC(IROWNO+LOCR)
VALUE(LVN+LOCR)=VALUE(LVN+LOCR)/VALUE(LVN+LOCNN)

CC FIND FIRST COLUMN TO PROCESS 
C LOCC=NODPLC(JCPT+LOCNN)

130 IF (LOCC.EQ.0) GO TO 170 J=NODPLC(JCOLNO+LOCC)
IF ((IPIV.LE.O).AND.(IPIV2.LE.O)) GOTO 135

CC IF PERFORMING MARKOWITZ RE-ORDERING OF MATRIX,
C CHECK FOR POSSIBLE FILL-IN GENERATED BY COLUMN- 
C ROW SWAPP FROM *FPIVOT*.
C CALL SIZMEM(JCPT,ISIZE1)

CALL RESERV(I,J)
CALL SIZMEM(JCPT,ISIZE2)
IF (ISIZE1.EQ.ISIZE2) GO TO 135 
CALL EXTMEM(LVN,1)
NTTBR=NTTBR+1VALUE(LVN+NSTOP+NTTBR)=0.ODO

CC LOCATE THE APPROPRIATE *VALUE[I,J]*
C MATRIX LOCATION TO BE UPDATED.
C 135 IF (J.LT.I) GO TO 145 

LOCIJ=LOCC 
14 0 LOCIJ=NODPLC(IRPT+LOCIJ)

IF (NODPLC(IROWNO+LOCIJ).EQ.l) GO TO 155 
GO TO 140 

145 LOCIJ=LOCR 
150 LOCIJ=NODPLC(JCPT+LOCIJ)

IF (NODPLC(JCOLNO+LOCIJ).EQ.J) GO TO 155 
GO TO 150

156
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155 CONTINUE
C
C UPDATE *VALUE[I,J]*
C — DURING PARALLEL COMPUTATION THIS SECTION MUST BE GUARDED C AGAINST CONCURRENT EXECUTION AMOUNG TASKS.C
CMIC$ GUARD 1VALUE(LVN+LOCIJ)=VALUE(LVN+LOCIJ)- 

1 VALUE(LVN+LOCC)*VALUE(LVN+LOCR)
CMIC$ END GUARD 1 
C
C FIND NEXT COLUMN TO PROCESS 
C

160 LOCC=NODPLC(JCPT+LOCC)
GO TO 130

C
C FIND NEXT ROW TO PROCESS 
C

170 LOCR=NODPLC(IRPT+LOCR)
IF (IPIV.LE.O) GO TO 125NODPLC(NUMOFF+I)=NODPLC(NUMOFF+I)-1
GO TO 125

C
C DONE 
C 180 IF (IPIV.LE.O) GO TO 190 

LOCC=NODPLC(JCPT+LOCNN)
185 IF (LOCC.EQ.O) GO TO 190 

J=NODPLC(JCOLNO+LOCC)
NODPLC(NMOFFC+J)=NODPLC(NMOFFC+J)-1 
LOCC=NODPLC(JCPT+LOCC)GO TO 185 

190 RETURN 
END

C
C SUBROUTINE CLUSTER IS AN INTERFACE FOR *DCDCMP* THAT PERFORMS 
C THE GROUPING OF 'COMPATABLE' PIVOT ELEMENTS, THEN EXECUTES THE 
C ELEMENTS IN EACH GROUP CONCURRENTLY.
C
C A SET OF COMPATABLE PIVOT ELEMENTS REPRESENTS TASKS THAT CAN BE 
C PERFORMED IN PARALLEL. TWO PIVOT ELEMENTS A[I,I] AND A[J,J] CAN 
C EXECUTE CONCURRENTLY IFF A[I,J]=A[J,I]=0.
C SUBROUTINE CLUSTER(N)

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)
COMMON /TABINF/ IELMNT,ISBCKT,NSBCKT,IUNSAT,NUNSAT,ITEMPS,NUMTEM, 
1ISENS,NSENS,IFOUR,NFOUR,IFIELD,ICODE,IDELIM,ICOLUM,INSIZE,
2JUNODE,LS BKPT,NUMBKP,IORDER,JMNODE,IUR,IUC,ILC,ILR,NUMOFF,ISR, 
3NMOFFC,ISEQ,ISEQ1,NEQN,NODEVS,NDIAG,ISWAP,IEQUA,MACINS,LVNIM1, 
4LX0,LVN,LYNL,LYU,LYL,LX1,LX2,LX3,LX4,LX5,LX6,LX7,LDO,LD1,LTD,
5IMYNL,IMVN,LCVN,NSNOD,NSMAT,NSVAL,ICNOD,ICMAT,ICVAL,
6LOUTPT,LPOL,LZER,IRSWPF,IRSWPR,ICSWPF,ICSWPR,IRPT,JCPT,
7IROWNO,JCOLNO,NTTBR,NTTAR,LVNTMP 
COMMON /MISCEL/ ATIME,APROG(3),ADATE,ATITLE(10),DEFL,DEFW,DEFAD, 
1DEFAS,RSTATS(50),IWIDTH,LWIDTH,NOPAGE
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COMMON /CIRDAT/ LOCATE(50),JELCNT(50),NUNODS,NCNODS,NUMNOD,NSTOP, 
1NUT,NLT,NXTRM,NDIST,NTLIN,IBR,NUMVS 
COMMON /STATUS/ OMEGA,TIME,DELTA,DELOLD(7),AG(7),VT,XNI,EGFET, 
1XMU,MODE,MODEDC,ICALC,INITF,METHOD,IORD,MAXORD,NONCON,ITERNO,
2ITEMNO,NOSOLV,MODAC,IPIV,IVMFLG,IPOSTP,ISCRCH,IOFILE 
COMMON /FLAGS/ IPRNTA,IPRNTL,IPRNTM,IPRNTN,IPRNTO,LIMTIM,LIMPTS, 
1LVLTIM,ITL1,ITL2,ITL3,ITL4,ITL5,IGOOF,NOGO,KEOF COMMON /KNSTNT/ TWOPI,XLOG2,XLOGIO,ROOT2,RAD,BOLTZ,CHARGE,CTOK, 
1GMIN,RELTOL,ABSTOL,VNTOL,TRTOL,CHGTOL,EPSO,EPSSIL,EPSOX,
2 PIVTOL,PIVREL,GCOEF(6),TCOEF 
COMMON/DEBUG/ IDEBUG(20)
COMMON /PUTWDS/ VALUE(20000)
INTEGER NODPLC(64)COMPLEX*16 CVALUE(32)EQUIVALENCE (VALUE(1),NODPLC(1),CVALUE(1))
INTEGER N,ICLUSTP(100)

C
IF (NODPLC(NUMOFF+2).GE.O) THEN 

CASE 1: CLUSTERS NOT FORMED.
ESTABLISH NEW PIVOT CLUSTERS AND STORE POINTERS TO 
EACH PIVOT ELEMENT AND APPROPRIATE INFO ON EACH 
CLUSTER IN TABLE OFFSETS *NUMOFF* AND *NMOFFC*.

NCLSTRS=O 15 N=N+1
REDUCE FILL-IN BY LIMITING CLUSTER SIZES 
LINEARLY THROUGHOUT EACH GENERATION, OR BY 
CONSTANT LIMIT SIZE.

IF (NCLSTRS.LE.1) THEN 
LNCMP=4 ELSE
LNCMP=(NCLSTRS+2)*4 

ENDIF
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

set constant cluster size for clustering algorithm 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

LNCMP=$CONST$
COMPARE EACH CANDIDATE PIVOT ELEMENT AGAINST ESTABLISHED 
COMPATABLE PIVOT ELEMENTS OF NEW CLUSTER.

NCMP=0
IF (N.GE.NSTOP) GOTO 500 
DO 410 I=N,(NSTOP)

IP=I
IF (I.GT.N) THEN
DO 420 J=N,(N+NCMP-1)

430 IF (NODPLC(NUMOFF+J).GE.O) THEN
LOC=NODPLC(JCOLNO+NODPLC(NUMOFF+J))
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IF (LOC.LT.IP) THEN
NODPLC(NUMOFF+J)=NODPLC(JCPT+NODPLC(NUMOFF+J)) IF (NODPLC(NUMOFF+J).EQ.O) THEN 

NODPLC(NUMOFF+J)=-1 ELSE
GOTO 430 

ENDIF 
ELSE

IF (LOC.EQ.IP) THEN 
GOTO 410 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

ENDIF
435 IF (NODPLC(NMOFFC+J).GE.O) THEN

LOC=NODPLC(IROWNO+NODPLC(NMOFFC+J))
IF (LOC.LT.IP) THEN
NODPLC(NMOFFC+J)=NODPLC(IRPT+NODPLC(NMOFFC+J)) 
IF (NODPLC(NMOFFC+J).EQ.O) THEN 
NODPLC(NMOFFC+J)=-1 ELSE
GOTO 435 

ENDIF 
ELSE

IF (LOC.EQ.IP) THEN GOTO 410 
ENDIF 

ENDIF ENDIF 
420 CONTINUE

ENDIF
CANDIDATE PIVOT ELEMENT ACCEPTED— ADD TO NEW CLUSTER

J=N+NCMP
SWAPP CANDIDATE ELEMENT A[1,1] WITH A[J,J]

IF (I.NE.J) THEN 
100 LOAD=NODPLC(IRSWPF+I)

LR=NODPLC(IRSWPF+J)
NODPLC(IRSWPF+I)=LR NODPLC(IRSWPR+LR)=1 
NODPLC(IRSWPF+J)=LOAD 
NODPLC(IRSWPR+LOAD)=J 
NOFF=NODPLC(NUMOFF+I)
NODPLC(NUMOFF+I)=NO0PLC(NUMOFF+J)NODPLC(NUMOFF+J)=NOFF 

105 LOAD=NODPLC(ICSWPF+I)LC=NODPLC(ICSWPF+J)
NODPLC(ICSWPF+I)=LC 
NODPLC(ICSWPR+LC)=1 
NODPLC(ICSWPF+J)=LOAD 
NODPLC(ICSWPR+LOAD)=J NOFF=NODPLC(NMOFFC+I)
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NODPLC(NM0FFC+I)=NODPLC(NMOFFC+J)
NODPLC(NMOFFC+J)=NOFF 

110 CALL SWAPIJ(I,J,I,J)
ENDIF

FIND POINTER TO CANDIDATE ELEMENT A[J,J]
Nl=NODPLC(IRSWPF+J)
N2=NODPLC(ICSWPF+J)LOC=INDXX(NI,N2)
IF ((LOC.EQ.l).OR.(DABS(VALUE(LVN+LOC)).LT.PIVTOL)) THEN 
CALL COUNT IGOOF=l 
RETURN 

ENDIF
INCRIMENT CLUSTER SIZE AND CANDIDATE ELEMENT TO TEMPORARY CLUSTER TABLE *ICLUSTP*

N CMP=N CMP+1 
ICLUSTP(NCMP)=LOC 
IF (NCMP.GE.100) GOTO 440 
IF (NCMP.GE.LNCMP) GOTO 440 LOC=NODPLC(JCPT+ICLUSTP(NCMP))

FIND MOST ADJACENT NON-ZERO ELEMENT IN ROW AND 
COLUMN OF CANDIDATE ELEMENT A[J,J]

IF (LOC.EQ.O) THEN 
NODPLC(NUMOFF+J)=-1 

ELSE
NODPLC(NUMOFF+J)=LOC ENDIF

LOC=NODPLC(IRPT+ICLUSTP(NCMP))
IF (LOC.EQ.O) THEN 
NODPLC(NMOFFC+J)=-1 

ELSE
NODPLC(NMOFFC+J)=LOC 

ENDIF 
410 CONTINUE
NEW CLUSTER WAVE ESTABLISHED

440 Nl=l
PROCESS CLUSTER ELEMENTS (SEQUENTIALLY)
-STORE POINTERS IN TABLE OFFSET *NMOFFC*
-STORE CLUSTER SIZE IN TABLE OFFSET *(NUMOFF+NCLSTRS+1)*

DO 450 1=1,NCMP 
LOCNN=ICLUSTP(I)
NODPLC(NMOFFC+I+N-1)=LOCNN 
CALL LUDCMP(I,LOCNN,Nl)

450 CONTINUECALL DCDEBUG(NCMP)
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NCLSTRS=NCLSTRS+1
NODPLC(NUMOFF+NCLSTRS+1)=N+NCMP-1 
N=N+NCMP-1 
GOTO 15 500 IF (NCLSTRS.GT.O) THEN
DO 510 I=(NCLSTRS+1),2,-1
NODPLC(NUMOFF+I+1)=NODPLC(NUMOFF+I) 

510 CONTINUE ENDIF
NODPLC(NUMOFF+2)=-(NCLSTRS)

CASE II: CLUSTERS ESTABLISHED.
DOWNLOAD CLUSTERS FROM TABLE OFFSET *NMOFFC*
PROCESS ELEMENTS IN EACH CLUSTER CONCURRENTLY.

ELSEN=2
NCLSTRS=-(NODPLC(NUMOFF+2))
N1=0DO 460 IP=l,NCLSTRS

LMT=NODPLC(NUMOFF+IP+2)
NCMP=LMT-N+1

IF THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN A CLUSTER IS THREE OR LESS 
THEN ONLY PROCESS THE GROUP OF PIVOT ELEMENTS SEQUENTIALLY.

IF (NCMP.LE.3) THEN DO 465 KN=N,LMT
LOCNN=NODPLC(NMOFFC+KN)CALL LUDCMP(KN,LOCNN,Nl)

465 CONTINUE
ELSE N=N-1
CALL LUDRVR(N,LMT)

ENDIF
CALL DCDEBUG(NCMP)
N=LMT+1 

460 CONTINUE 
N=NSTOP 

ENDIF 
RETURN 
END

ROUTINE LUDRVR CALLS APPROPRIATE SYSTEM DIRECTIVES 
TO SUCCESSFULLY SPAWN TASKS TO PROCESS PIVOT STEPS 
OF LU-DECOMPOSITION METHOD IN PARALLEL.

CMIC$ MICROSUBROUTINE LUDRVR(N,LMT)COMMON /TABINF/ IELMNT,ISBCKT,NSBCKT,IUNSAT,NUNSAT,ITEMPS,NUMTEM, 
1ISENS,NSENS,IFOUR,NFOUR,IFIELD,ICODE,IDELIM,ICOLUM,INSIZE,
2JUNODE,LSBKPT,NUMBKP,IORDER,JMNODE,IUR,IUC,ILC,ILR,NUMOFF,ISR, 
3NMOFFC,ISEQ,ISEQ1,NEQN,NODEVS,NDIAG,ISWAP,IEQUA,MACINS,LVNIM1,
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4LX0 , LVN, LYNL, LYU, LYL, LX1, LX2 , LX3 , LX4 , LX5, LX6, LX7 , LDO, LD1, LTD,
5IMYNL,IMVN,LCVN,NSNOD,NSMAT,NSVAL,ICNOD,ICMAT,ICVAL,
6LOUTPT,LPOL,LZER,IRSWPF,IRSWPR,ICSWPF,ICSWPR,IRPT,JCPT,
7IROWNO,JCOLNO,NTTBR,NTTAR,LVNTMP 
COMMON /PUTWDS/ VALUE(20000)
INTEGER NODPLC(64)COMPLEX*16 CVALUE(32)
EQUIVALENCE (VALUE(1),NODPLC(1),CVALUE(1))
INTEGER N,LMTCMIC$ DO GLOBAL
DO 55 1=1,4 

35 CONTINUE
CMIC$ GUARD 3 N=N+1 

LN=N
CMIC$ END GUARD 3IF (LN.GT.LMT) GOTO 45 N1=0

LOCNN=NODPLC(NMOFFC+LN)CALL LUDCMP(LN,LOCNN,Nl)
GOTO 35 4 5 CONTINUE 

55 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END

C
SUBROUTINE DCDCMPIMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z)COMMON /TABINF/ IELMNT,ISBCKT,NSBCKT,IUNSAT,NUNSAT,ITEMPS,NUMTEM, 
ÎISENS,NSENS,IFOUR,NFOUR,IFIELD,ICODE,IDELIM,ICOLUM,INSIZE,2JUNODE,LSBKPT,NUMBKP,IORDER,JMNODE,IUR,IUC,ILC,ILR,NUMOFF,ISR, 
3NMOFFC,ISEQ,ISEQ1,NEQN,NODEVS,NDIAG,ISWAP,IEQUA,MACINS,LVNIM1, 
4LX0, LVN, LYNL, LYU, LYL, LX1, LX2 , LX3 , LX4 , LX5, LX6 , LX7 , LDO, LD1, LTD,
5IMYNL,IMVN,LCVN,NSNOD,NSMAT,NSVAL,ICNOD,ICMAT,ICVAL,
6LOUTPT,LPOL,LZER,IRSWPF,IRSWPR,ICSWPF,ICSWPR,IRPT,JCPT,
7IROWNO,JCOLNO,NTTBR,NTTAR,LVNTMP 
COMMON /MISCEL/ ATIME,APROG(3),ADATE,ATITLE(10),DEFL,DEFW,DEFAD, 
1DEFAS,RSTATS(50),IWIDTH,LWIDTH,NOPAGE 
COMMON /CIRDAT/ LOCATE(50),JELCNT(50),NUNODS,NCNODS,NUMNOD,NSTOP, 
1NUT,NLT,NXTRM,NDIST,NTLIN,IBR,NUMVS 
COMMON /STATUS/ OMEGA,TIME,DELTA,DELOLD(7),AG(7),VT,XNI,EGFET, 
1XMU,MODE,MODEDC,ICALC,INITF,METHOD,IORD,MAXORD,NONCON,ITERNO,
2ITEMNO,NOSOLV,MODAC,IPIV,IVMFLG,IPOSTP,ISCRCH,IOFILE 
COMMON /FLAGS/ IPRNTA,IPRNTL,IPRNTM,IPRNTN,IPRNTO,LIMTIM,LIMPTS, 
1LVLTIM,ITL1,ITL2,ITL3,ITL4,ITL5,IGOOF,NOGO,KEOF 
COMMON /KNSTNT/ TWOPI,XLOG2,XLOG10,ROOT2,RAD,BOLTZ,CHARGE,CTOK, 
1GMIN,RELTOL,ABSTOL,VNTOL,TRTOL,CHGTOL,EPSO,EPSSIL,EPSOX,
2 PIVTOL,PIVREL,GCOEF(6) ,TCOEF COMMON/DEBUG/ IDEBUG(20)
COMMON /PUTWDS/ VALUE(20000)
INTEGER NODPLC(64)
COMPLEX*16 CVALUE(32)
EQUIVALENCE (VALUE(1),NODPLC(1),CVALUE(1))

C
CALL SECOND(Tl)
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IF (IPIV.LE.O) GO TO 400 
IF (IDEBUG(ll).LE.O) GO TO 3 
CALL DMPMAT(6HDCDCMP)
IDEBUG(11)=IDEBUG(11)-1 

3 CALL COUNT 
GOTO 12

CASE I: ESTABLISH CLUSTERS OF PARALLEL PIVOT ELEMENTS,
PROCESS PIVOTS IN PARALLEL.

400 N=1
CALL CLUSTER(N)
IF (IGOOF.EQ.l) RETURN 
GOTO 200

CASE II: RE-ORDER MATRIX USING MARKOWITZ CRITERIA
12 N=115 N=N+1
2 0 CALL FPIVOT(N,NXTI,NXTJ,VMAX)

IF (VMAX.LE.PIVTOL) RETURNIF ((IGOOF.EQ.l).OR.(N.GE.NSTOP)) GOTO 200 
120 IF (N.GE.NSTOP) GO TO 200 

Nl=NODPLC(IRSWPF+NXTI)
N2=NODPLC(ICSWPF+NXTJ)
LOCNN=INDXX(NI,N2)
N1=0
CALL LUDCMP(N,LOCNN,N1)
GOTO 15

FINISHED
200 IF (IPIV.EQ.0) GO TO 210

IF (IDEBUG(17).LE.O) GO TO 202 
CALL DMPMAT(6HDCDCM5)
IDEBUG(17)=IDEBUG(17)-1 

202 CALL MATLOC
RSTATS(49)=RSTATS(4 9)+1.0D0 
IPIV=0
IF (LVLCOD.EQ.2) LVLCOD=3 
IFILL=NTTBR-NTTAR
PERSPA=100.0D0*(1.ODO-DFLOAT(NTTBR)/DFLOAT(NSTOP*NSTOP)) 
IOPS=lNSTOPl=NSTOP-l 
DO 205 1=2,NSTOP1 NOFFR=NODPLC(NUMOFF+I)-1 
NOFFC=NODPLC(NMOFFC+I)-1 
IOPS=IOPS+NOFFR+NOFFC*(NOFFR+2)+1 

2 05 CONTINUERSTATS(20)=NSTOP 
RSTATS(21)=NTTAR 
RSTATS(22)=NTTBR 
RSTATS(23)=IFILL RSTATS(24)=0.0D0 
RSTATS(25)=NTTBR
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RSTATS(26)=IOPS 
RSTATS(27)=PERSPA 
GO TO 215 

210 IF (IDEBUG(18).LE.O) GO TO 212 
CALL DMPMAT(6HDCDCM6)
IDEBUG(18)=1DEBUG(lB)-l 

212 IF (IDEBUG(19).LE.0.OR.ICALC.LE.10) GO TO 215 
CALL DMPMAT(6HDCDCM7)IDEBUG(19)=IDEBUG(19)-1 

215 CALL SECOND(T2)
RSTATS(50)=RSTATS(5 0)+T2-T1 
RETURN220 IPIV=1
WRITE(IOFILE,221) N,NXTI,NXTJ,ITERNO,TIME

221 FORMAT(’ PIVOT CHANGE ON FLY: N= ',15,' NXTI= ',15, 1 15,' ITERNO= ',15,' TIME= ',1PD12.5)
RSTATS (49) =RSTATS (49)4-1.0D0
GO TO 20
END

NXTJ= ',


